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KFSN-TV QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS REPORT 

2nd  QUARTER 2008 
 
 
From April 1, 2008 Through And Including June 30th, 2008, KFSN-TV, Licensed In Fresno, California; 
Broadcasts In Analog And Simulcasts D-1/HD, Presented 31 Hours Of Regularly Scheduled Local 
News Programs A Week, And In Addition, Broadcasts One Weekly Half-Hour Public Affairs Program 
Entitled: Valley Focus. This Program Is Hosted By Beth Marney, Our Public Affairs Director, And Is A 
Local Talk/Interview Program Dealing Exclusively With Issues And Local Affairs. KFSN-TV Also Airs 
Syndication Programs Along With The ABC Television Network That Supplies The Station With 
News, Public Interest And Educational Programming, As Described In The Quarter Report Entitled: 
ABC Television Network News And Public Affairs Programming, Which Is Filed Separately In The 
Public Inspection File.  
 
KFSN, Through Our D-2/ABC30Plus Signal Rebroadcasts Locally Produced Programming Along With 
Time Shifted Newscasts and Network Programming, Public Service Announcements And Children‟s 
Core Programming. Our D-3 Signal Broadcasts Accu Weather National Weather And Also Recorded 
Local Weather Inserts Along With Public Service Announcements. 
 
KFSN, Through Its Programming On Our Analog And Simulcast On HD-1, Addressed The 
Following Issues Of Concern For Communities That Make Up The Six-County Area Served By 
ABC-30: 

 
1. ELECTION COVERAGE/POLITICS 
2. PUBLIC SAFETY/CRIME  
3. HEALTH CARE ISSUES FOR THE VALLEY 
4.   EDUCATIONAL ISSUES 

      5.   ECONOMIC AND EMPLOYMENT ISSUES 
      6.   VALLEY WATER CRISES 
  
       
 

  
Programs, Program Segments, And Local Newscasts Broadcast By KFSN That Provided 
Significant Treatment Of The Previously Described Issues Of Concern. Local News Programs 
Include: 
 
 

 
ACTION NEWS 

 
On April 23, 2007, ABC30/D1 began broadcasting our newscasts in High Definition. This 
includes the following Newscasts: 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE 
Monday Through Friday, 5:00-7:00AM, 2 Hours, Local 
 
This Morning News Program Provides Viewers With Late-Breaking Local, National, And 
International News, Sports, Weather, Medical, Financial, And Consumer Reports. 
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AM LIVE SATURDAY 
Saturdays, 6-7AM, 1 Hour, Local 
This Morning News Program Provides Viewers With Late-Breaking Local, National, And 
International News, Sports, Weather, Consumer And Medical Reports Along With Entertainment 
News. 
 
AM LIVE SUNDAY 
Sundays, 6-7AM & 8-9AM, 2 Hours, Local 
This Morning News Program Provides Viewers With Late-Breaking Local, National, And 
International News, Sports, Weather, Consumer And Medical Reports Along With Entertainment 
News. 
 
ACTION NEWS MIDDAY 
Monday Through Friday, 11:00AM-11:30AM, 30 Min., Local 
 
Up-To-Date Local News Coverage Is Offered, As Well As National And International News. Also 
Included Are Medical, Consumer, And Financial Reports And “Connecting With Kids” Packages. 
 
ACTION NEWS LIVE AT FIVE 
Monday Through Friday, 5:00-5:30PM, 30 Min., Local 
 
This Half-Hour News Program Reviews The Day's News Events, Local, National, And International.  
Also Covered Are Sports And Weather.  Included Are Medical, Education, And Consumer Reports. 
 
ACTION NEWS AT SIX 
Monday Through Sunday, 6:00-6:30PM, 30 Min., Local 
 
This Half-Hour News Program Reviews The Day's News Events, Local, National, And International.  
Also Covered Are Weather And Sports.  Friday's Newscast Features The Action News Person Of 
The Week. 
 
ACTION NEWS AT SIX-THIRTY 
Monday Through Friday, 6:30PM, 30 Min., Local 
 
This Half-Hour News Program Reviews The Day‟s News Events, Local, National, And International. 
It Also Covers Weather. 
 
ACTION NEWS LIVE AT ELEVEN 
Monday Through Sunday, 11:00-11:35PM, 35 Min., Local 
 
This Half-Hour News Program Reviews The Day's News Events, Local, National, And International.  
Also Covered Are Sports And Weather; Consumer Reports Are Included. 
 
 
ACTION NEWS LIVE AT ELEVEN (REPEAT) 
Monday Through Sunday, 2:05-2:41AM., Local 
 
This Half-Hour News Programs Are A Repeat Of The Earlier 11PM Newscast From That Day. It 
Includes Local, National And International News. 
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PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
VALLEY FOCUS 
Sunday, 9:30AM -10:00AM, 30 Min., Local/Public Affairs 
 
Half-Hour Weekly Local Talk/Interview Program Dealing Exclusively With Issues And Local Affairs. 
 
 
COMMUNITY CALENDAR  :30 SECOND PSA (SEE ATTACHED) 
TUESDAY – FRIDAYS  
DURING ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, MIDDAY, 6PM NEWS 
& 
SATURDAYS & SUNDAYS AM LIVE 
 
Thirty-Second PSA Featuring An Action News Anchor Delivering Information About Upcoming Events 
In Our Community. 
 
CONNECT WITH KIDS: VIGNETTES AND HALF HOUR PROGRAMS 
ABC30, In Partnership With “Connecting With Kids” Air 1 Half-Hour Programs Per Quarter Throughout 
The Year Focusing On Programming For Parents And Children Along With Print Materials Sent To 
Schools By CWK And An Integrated Website That Includes Extensive Video Streaming And 
Educational Materials For Teachers, Parents And Children.  Valley Focus, ABC30,‟S Public Affairs 
Show, Also Periodically Airs “Connecting With Kids” Franchise Packages. 
 
 
 

CHILDREN FIRST 
 
 

Children First Is A Year Long production.  This Year-Long Effort Focuses On The 
Challenges, Problems, And Opportunities Facing Children Living In Central California.  The 
Program Concentrates On How The Average Person Can Make A Difference In A Child's 
Life And Highlight Local News Organizations That Work With Children And Youth.  
Children First Includes Local News Produced Half-Hour Programs :30 Vignettes, Public 
Service Announcements, And Special Stories On Action News. 
 
 

CHILDREN FIRST VIGNETTES/PSA‟S AIRED 2nd Quarter 2008 

 
Gottschalk‟s, Fresno County Office Of Education and Children‟s Hospital Central California Partner 
To Air These Children‟s First PSA‟s And Vignettes In Rotation: 
  
CHILDREN FIRST: LIVING WITH AUTISM PROGRAM PROMO :30 SEC., (AIRED APRX.39)  
These spot encouraged viewers to watch the ABC30 half-hour special “Living with Autism.” 
 
CHILDREN FIRST: AUTISM WEB :30 SEC., (AIRED APRX. 125) 
These spots encouraged viewers to go to ABC30.com to learn more about Autism and services 
that are available. 
 
CHILDREN FIRST: PARENTING PARTNERS :30 SEC., (AIRED APRX. 15) 
This spot talks about classes that teach parenting skills including communication and navigating 
the educational system. 
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CHILDREN FIRST: INTERNET SAFETY  :30 SEC. AIR‟S APRX. 15) 
This spot drives viewers to ABC30.com to learn about internet lingo and a list of codes your child 
might be using on the internet. 
 
CHILDREN FIRST: PARTNERS: R.O.P Vignettes :30 SEC APRX. 36) 
This spot talks about the Regional Occupational Program that teaches students hands on skills 
before they enter the work force. 
 
CHILDREN FIRST: PARTNERS: REALITY CHECK :30 SEC.APRX. 37) 
This spot drives viewers to ABC30.com to help calculate living expenses and gives students and 
adults a “Reality Check 
 
CHILDREN FIRST: EPU :30 SEC., (AIRED APRX. 107) 
This spot encourages viewers to visit ABC30.com to learn more about Exceptional Parents 
Unlimited and the resources they have to offer parents. 
 
CHILDREN FIRST: HONORED SCHOLARS (AIRED APRX. 60) 
These spots air in rotation and highlight Valedictorians from Valley High Schools. 
 
CHILDREN FIRST: PARTNERS: 10PM ID (AIRES DAILY 10:00PM) 
Voice Over That Airs Weekly Before 10PM That Says: “It‟s Just About 10‟oclock. Do You Know 
Where Your Children Are?” 
 
 
 
From April 1, 2008 through June 30, 2008, KFSN TV Aired Aprx. (1200) Public Service 
Announcements (PSA‟s) Along with Community Involvement Project Spots that includes but not 
limited to: 
 
 

  

 ABC30 Building A Better Community: Volunteer 

 ABC30 Big Give/Fresno Fire Department/Smoke Detectors 

 ABC30/Children‟s Hospital Central California: Kids Day 

 Big Brothers/Big Sisters Campaign 

 Digital Television Campaign 

 Digital Consumer Education Report location 

 Children First half hour Special: Living With Autism 

 ABC30 Building A Better Community: Living With Autism 

 ABC30 Listens: Sunnyside High School 

 ABC30/National Association of Letter Carriers 
Fresno Bee Food Drive 

 Children First: Honored Scholars Production Shoot/Spots 

 Children‟s Hospital Central California one hour special: Medical Marvels 

 ABC30 Building A Better Community: Healthy Babies 

 Exceptional Parents Unlimited: Fiesta in the Park 
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ELECTION COVERAGE/POLITICS 
 

VOTE 2008 JUNE ELECTION, 6/03/ 2008 
LIVE CUT-INS @ 8:00PM 
LIVE CUT-INS @ 9:14PM 
LIVE CUT-IN @ 10:45PM 
ACTION NEWS AT 11PM, 1 hour, Local 
Covered National Election Results and election coverage around the valley as the race for  
Mayor was on as well as proposition results. 
 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/01/08, LENGTH 1:50 MINUTES, LOCAL 
As the June election draws near political signs are popping up like spring blossoms at busy intersections. 
When it comes to these signs, less is more according to Fresno State Political Science Professor David 
Schecter. He‟s working for Fresno mayoral candidate  axine Swearengin. Schecter says research shows 
candidates like Swearingen and the others carefully chose the coloring and even the lettering to make a 
statement about their campaign. The well-weathered candidate for Fresno County Supervisor Brian Calhoun 
is making his own person statement on his sign that ask “Got Coffee?” and Fresno Deputy Mayor Jeff Eben 
is the first candidate in the Fresno Mayoral race to go beyond the signs and take to the airwaves to boost 
name recognition. 
  

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/01/08, LENGTH :22 SEC., LOCAL 
When it comes to political spending, the presidential candidates are spinning the wheel of fortune to try and 
woo voters in. It‟s being reported that the top three candidates have spent more than two-million dollars to 
advertise on the popular game show, which airs on ABC30 weeknights at seven-thirty. Analysts say it's 
because "Wheel" airs after dinner in most markets, when families are relaxing and more open to political 
messages. 

 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/03/08, LENGTH :26 SEC., LOCAL 
We still don't know if a historic church in the north valley will stand or face the wrecking ball. The Merced City 
Council couldn't decide last night whether The Central Presbyterian Church will be considered an historical 
landmark. The council ultimately voted to postpone making a decision on the church's status until their next 
council meeting on April 21st.church leaders want to tear down the 92 year old church and replace it with a 
bigger and more modern building 
 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 4/08/08, LENGTH :22 SEC., LOCAL 
Fresno City Councilmember‟s decided to temporarily suspend enforcement of a controversial law. The city 
code puts specific restrictions on the advertising signs, banners and flags allowed on the grounds of model 
homes. Several locations are currently violating the rule. Councilmember Mike Dages asked the council to 
temporarily suspend enforcement of the code so amendments can be made to the rule. Today the 
councilmember‟s agreed. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 4/07/08, LENGTH 2:00 MINUTES, LOCAL 
This is an unprecedented decision for the Fresno City Council. They will ultimately select a person to replace 
Larry Westerlund who will be fighting the war on terror. Five people applied for the district 4 position. They all 
faced a job interview, and two people rose to the top.  The City Council will make a decision next Tuesday. 
Whoever is selected will be paid by the city and considered a full voting council member. He or she will serve 
Westerlund's term which expires December 31, 2008. 
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ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 4/08/08, LENGTH :23 SEC.,  LOCAL 
The two top candidates to replace the Fresno City Council member, who has been recalled to active duty, 
have been named. Councilman Larry Westerlund will serve with the Navy in Iraq, deploying on April 25th. 
Yesterday, five candidates to replace him were interviewed by a committee which included Westerlund 
himself. The group settled on two people; Don Larson, a retired teacher and political analyst and Paul 
Caprioglio, a self-employed attorney. 
 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/10/08, LENGTH :26 SEC., LOCAL 
Voters got to meet face to face with some of the candidates hoping to become Fresno‟s newest city council 
members. Dozens gathered in downtown Fresno for last night's forum. The candidates answered questions 
about how they would tackle problems facing downtown including the homeless and vacant buildings. 
The event was hosted by several groups that have an interest in seeing downtown make a comeback. One 
organizer says Fresno‟s city council members play a key role in the future of downtown. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 4/11/08, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 
There are about 52-thousand residents in Porterville and more than 80 churches. Many people we talked to 
say they're spiritual but not all agree that it's the city's place to make religion part of local government. Flags 
along main street in Porterville proudly state the city's current unofficial motto- "100 years of the good life.” 
now, city leaders are hoping to change that to "in god we trust." 

 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 4/11/08, LENGTH 2:09 MIN., LOCAL 
It's Friday night and there are lots of folks at the bars in old town. But city leaders say those who regularly 
have a few too many, and get into trouble, need to be controlled. Critics say trouble is, identifying those folks 
could be tough. Under a proposed new ordinance, anyone who's declared a public drunk can be denied a 
drink at a bar, or a bottle at a liquor store. Clovis Mayor Bob Whalen says it's an idea whose time has come. 

 
ACTION NEWS 6PM 4/12/08, LENGTH :41 SEC., LOCAL 
The next generation of Fresno leaders got the chance to practice their message on the people who want to 
be the very next leader of Fresno. More than a-hundred high scholars and middle scholars filled the city 
council chambers this morning to hear from the candidates for mayor. The candidates shared their political 
platforms with the teenagers, even though most of the students won't be able to vote in June. 
 

ACTION NEWS 5PM 4/17/08, LENGTH :46 SEC., LOCAL 
A new survey shows California‟s vote will likely go to the democrats in November. No matter which leading 
candidate gets the nomination. the exclusive action news poll conducted by survey USA asked who you 
would vote for,  if your only choices were Hillary Clinton or John McCain.53-percent said they would chose 
Clinton,  with 40-percent saying they would vote for McCain. If the choice was Barrack Obama or McCain, 
50-percent said they would choose Obama, and 43-percent would vote for McCain. Last night, democratic 
voters still on the fence had another chance to see their candidates in action. Senators Clinton and Obama 
faced-off just five days before the Pennsylvania primary. On the campaign trail, Obama said the debate 
could have had more substance and Clinton didn't address the debate at all. She left political commentary to 
her daughter. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 4/14/08, LENGTH :34 SEC., LOCAL 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/15/08, LENGTH :34 SEC., LOCAL 
The city of Fresno is looking at a long-term plan to end chronic homelessness. Mayor Autry was on hand for 
the presentation by the US inter-agency council on homelessness. The group reviewed ten-year plans put 
into place in several cities, including Denver Colorado and Atlanta Georgia. Organizers say when factoring in 
the number of various expenses, like housing, food, and medical, the total cost for each homeless person 
averaged about 200-thousand dollars a year. The group says much of that cost can be eliminated by building 
low-cost housing which would provide a stable base for the homeless to get back on their feet. 

 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/15/08, LENGTH :45 SEC,. LOCAL 
Clovis bar owners are now responsible for cleaning up their bars inside and outside. The Clovis city the 
council passed a new entertainment ordinance last night. It requires bar owners to cut off customers who've 
had too much to drink and make sure their properties are closed and emptied by 2 a-m.  They're also 
responsible for the area within one hundred feet of their facility.  The council also gave initial approval to an 
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ordinance that requires bars and liquor stores to deny alcohol to anyone considered a "habitual drunkard."  
That would be anyone who has been arrested for public intoxication more than 3 times in a six month period 
or anyone designated by the court to be an alcoholic.  If it passes, police will provide pictures of those people 
to bar and liquor store owners 

 
ACTION NEWS 6PM,  4/14/08, LENGTH :39 SEC., LOCAL 
The Navy will once again try to convince the city of Lemoore that building homes too close to the Naval Air 
Station is a bad idea. Last month, two Navy fighter jets passed over the area proposed for development to 
show just how noisy it would be for people living under the base's flight path. The proposed project is just few 
miles off the base. The commission is expected to make a recommendation to the Lemoore City Council 
which will have final say over the plans. Tonight‟s meeting begins at seven at the Lemoore City Council 
chambers. 

 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 4/14/08, LENGTH :29 SEC,. LOCAL 
The Clovis City Council also approved a plan to curb what's being called a growing homeless problem.               
The proposal makes it illegal to camp out in public places between the hours of 10PM and 7AM, it passed 
unanimously. The council must vote "yes" a second time before it becomes law. Police say far too many 
homeless people are sleeping outside businesses, in parks, and along the trails. Critics say the ordinance is 
heavy-handed, especially because the city doesn't have a homeless shelter. But police disagree. 

 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 4/24.08, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 
Ten of the eleven candidates hoping to replace Alan Autry as Mayor sat before dozens of Fresno church 
goers hoping to capture their vote. Ten pastors asked the candidates questions ranging from city spending to 
revitalizing southeast Fresno. Pastor Jim Franklin the Pastor of Cornerstone was the moderator. He says the 
candidate forum was probably the largest of any so far but for the candidates it could prove to be the most 
important because there are more than 400 churches in Fresno. 

 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/29/08, LENGTH :27 SEC., LOCAL 
Political fighting among the candidates has soured many democratic voters.  
 An associated press-yahoo poll that's tracked the same 2,000 democrats since November finds they 
increasingly dislike the candidate they're not supporting which could signal potential trouble for the general 
election. Barack Obama supporters with negative views of Hillary Clinton have grown from 35 percent in 
November to 44 percent this month, as for Clinton supporters, those with unfavorable views of Obama have 
grown from 26 percent to 42 percent during this same period.  
 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 4/23/08, LENGTH :25 SEC., LOCAL 
The city of Visalia is one step closer to opening up a busy downtown street and making it more accessible for 
bike riders. Right now, Acequia Avenue is a one-way street.  Officials want to turn the road into a two-way 
street with traffic signals. This week, the Visalia City Council amended its general plan to include the 
changes to Acequia Avenue.  Many are excited the plans include bike lanes but some worry they'll lose 
parking spaces. 
 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 5/09/08, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 
Supporters of an independent police auditor in Fresno are making their voices heard. They gathered last 
night at a forum on the issue that included a police auditor from San Jose to talk about police oversight. 
Fresno is the only large city in the state without one. The council has been against the position even though 
the Mayor and Police Chief support it. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 5/15/08, LENGTH :30 SEC., LOCAL 
A northwest Fresno neighborhood is celebrating a new symbol of pride. With the help of the Pinedale 
Elementary School cheerleaders, Fresno City Council member Brian Calhoun unveiled the new "Historic 
Pinedale Community" signs. The signs will be placed on street lights and power poles throughout the 
neighborhood to recognize Pinedale‟s diverse history. Pinedale was established in the 19-20's after the 
opening of the Sugar Pine Lumber Mill, and later the camp Pinedale Military Base. 
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ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 5/20/08, LENGTH :33 SEC., LOCAL 
ACTON NEWS 6PM, 5/20/08, LENGTH :33 SEC.,LOCAL 
A new councilmember will be sworn into office today at Fresno city hall. Attorney Paul Capriolgio will be 
sworn in as district 4's city councilmember. He replaces Larry Westerlund who is a Lieutenant Commander in 
the Naval Reserve, and has been called to active duty. Capriolgio will serve out Westerlund's term which 
expires in January. Dora Westerlund will take over campaigning for her husband, who is seeking a second 
term on the city council in the June 3 election. If he is re-elected, Westerlund will miss the first several 
months of that term as he completes his military service.  

 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 5/21/08, LENGTH :23 SEC., LOCAL 
The house has rejected the president's veto of a 290 billion dollar farm bill. President Bush vetoed the five-
year measure, saying it was too expensive and gave too much money to wealthy farmers when farm 
incomes are high. The legislation includes election-year subsidies for farmers. About two-thirds of the bill 
would pay for nutrition programs such as food stamps; about forty billion dollars is for farm subsidies; and the 
additional thirty billion would go to farmers to idle their land and to other environmental programs. The senate 
is expected to have enough votes to overturn the veto tomorrow. 

 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 5/22/08, LENGTH :33 SEC., LOCAL 
Less than two weeks until Election Day, and the race for Fresno mayor is closer than ever this midday. Our 
exclusive Action News poll conducted by survey USA asked nearly six- hundred likely voters who they would 
vote for mayor if the election were held right now. Henry T. Perea still leads with 27-percent of the vote but 
Ashley Swearengin is now just three points behind. Tom Boyajian is running third, with Jeff Eben at fourth. 
The top two vote getters will battle it out in the June third primary and will likely meet in a November run-off. 

 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 5/22/08, LENGTH 2:23 MIN., LOCAL 
Fresno's city council is about to undergo a major change. More than half the city council members could be 
gone after this year's election. Action News reporter Corin Hoggard has what that means for people doing 
business with the city and how current members plan to deal with the new faces. The future of the city of 
Fresno hangs in the balance of elections in June and November of this year, when voters could completely 
make over the city council. 
 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 5/23/08, LENGTH :17 SEC., LOCAL 
Nurses at Saint Agnes Medical Center have voted against unionizing. Close to 800 nurses voted in the 
election conducted by The National Labor Relations board at the northeast Fresno hospital. 4-hundred-52 
nurses voted against unionizing with another 3-hundred-27 voting for it. The election results could be 
certified as soon as next week.  

 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 5/23/08, LENGTH :36 SEC., LOCAL 
With less than two weeks until Californians go to the polls, a reminder you can find information on local 
candidates and issues by visiting the ABC30.com "next gen politics" website. It provides a unique, online 
guide to the June third election. ABC30 offered candidates for every major race in the valley; the opportunity 
to make a five minute video statement, telling voters why they're the right choice. You can find the "next gen 
politics" page by going ABC30.com. Click on" the "next gen politics" link at the bottom of the page, and follow 
the instructions to find more information about local candidates. 

 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 5/26/08, LENGTH :30 SEC., LOCAL 
Some counties plan to start handing out Marriage licenses to same-sex couples as soon as Saturday, June 
14.  Stephen Weir, President of the California Association of Clerks and Election officials, says he was 
notified by the office of vital Records that clerks will be authorized to hand out licenses on that date. That's 
exactly 30 days after the California Supreme Court Ruled to strike down the state's gay marriage ban. The 
justices' decisions typically take effect after 30 days, barring further legal action. An effort is under way to get 
an Initiative on the November ballot that would overrule the Supreme Court's decision and amend the 
constitution to ban gay marriage. Some County Clerks' offices are open on Saturdays, including Contra 
Costa County, where Weir serves as the clerk-recorder. He And his partner of 18 years hope to be the first 
ones to tie the Knot there.  
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ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 5/27/08, LENGTH :26 SEC., LOCAL 
The June 3rd primary is less than two weeks away and the deadline to request a vote-by-mail ballot. Vote-
by-mail ballots can be returned any time between now and Election Day.  However, ballots must be received; 
not postmarked; by 8:00 p.m. on Election Day in order to be counted.  On Election Day, voters may drop off 
their ballots at their county elections office or at any polling place in the county in which they are registered to 
vote.  

 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 5/27/08, LENGTH :22 SEC., LOCAL 
Officials in Porterville want to put god back in government. A measure on the June 3 ballot will ask voters to 
change the city's motto to "In God we Trust." the measure only has one vocal opponent, and his objections 
aren't religious. Jerry Waller, who is also a candidate for City Council, says Porterville already has two 
perfectly good unofficial mottos: "The Good Life" and "All-America City. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 5/27/08, LENGTH :32 SE., LOCAL 
The Fresno County Elections Office is looking for help on Election Day. The Elections Department has a 
shortage of people to work at polling stations around Fresno County. The primary election will be held next 
Tuesday. Each election, the county hires up to 3-thousand poll workers. There are still about 150 positions 
left to be filled. Poll workers can earn up to 175 dollars a day. Anyone interested in the job can contact the 
Fresno County Elections Department at 559- 488- 1620. 

 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 5/28/08,LENGTH :39 SEC., LOCAL 
Same sex couples will be allowed to wed in California starting June 17th unless the State Supreme Court 
grants a stay of its own decision. In preparation for those weddings, the State sent new marriage forms to all 
County Clerks. The forms say party “a” and party “b” instead of bride and groom. They also have new 
wording that allows same sex couples who are currently domestic partners to get married without ending 
their partnerships. One opposition group says it has enough signatures for a ballot initiative that would define 
marriage as a union between a man and a woman. The group is asking the state supreme court to delay its 
decision until after the November election. 

 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 5/30/08, LENGTH :27 SEC., LOCAL 
A judge issued a ruling that prevents the City of Merced from protecting an historic church. The city council 
voted earlier this month to protect The Central Presbyterian Church as an historic resource. Some church 
and community members asked for that designation to keep the sanctuary from being torn down, but most 
church members want to replace the ninety- one -year old building. But a judge ruled the city's decision 
infringes on the congregation's rights, and issued a preliminary injunction against the city. 
 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 5/30/08, LENGTH :35 SEC., LOCAL 
Action News wants to help you learn more about local candidates and issues in the upcoming June election. 
Our "next gen" politics website can help. ABC30 offered candidates in every major valley race the 
opportunity to make a five minute video statement, telling voters why they deserve their vote. Candidates 
were also asked to answer your questions on the biggest issues facing the valley. You can find the "Next 
Gen Politics" page by going to ABC30.com. Just click on the Next Gen Politics link at the bottom of the page, 
and follow the instructions to find more information about local candidates. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 5/31/08, LENGTH: 38 SEC. LOCAL 
Democratic Party officials have made a critical decision that could help resolve the Presidential nomination. 
A committee met in Washington d-c today and came to a compromise on what to do about delegates from 
Michigan and Florida. All the delegates will get to vote, but each vote will only count as half a vote. The two 
states held their primaries early, so the party told them their votes wouldn't count. But analysts say they gave 
in because both states are swing states in the general election. No candidates campaigned in either state 
and Barack Obama's name wasn't even on the ballot in Michigan. That means today's decision benefits 
Hillary Clinton, but probably not enough. 
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ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 5/30/08, LENGTH :17 SEC., LOCAL 
Soaring gas prices are weighing heavily in the Fresno city budget talks. The City Council heard from several 
Department Heads at City Hall this afternoon. Many departments seek an increase in next year's budget to 
cover higher gas costs to keep vehicles and equipment running. Budget discussions are expected to 
continue in June.  

 
ACTION NEWS 6PM 6/02/08, LENGTH 1:52 MIN., LOCAL 
The polls say it's down to a two-person race to fill the big office here at city hall and even after a tiring 
campaign, those two candidates are still hoping to reach more voters before polls close tomorrow night. 
For almost seven months, 11 candidates have worked hard to win over the voters of Fresno but Tuesday, 
voters will narrow the field down to two, and the candidates are doing some fancy footwork to make sure 
they're on the ballot in November. Ashley Swearingen is walking door-to-door, down to the wire, to bring 
voters into the fold. Both Perea and Swearingen say they're focused on tomorrow, not the November 
election. But both their campaigns are ready for five more months. Capozzi says; don't be surprised if the 
campaign turns negative and nasty before November. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 6/02/08, LENGTH :38 SEC. LOCAL 
The California Secretary of State just announced an initiative to once again ban gay marriage here in 
California has qualified for the November ballot. Debra Bowen says a check of the signatures submitted by 
the measure's sponsor‟s shows they have enough support for the proposal to be put to voters. If approved, 
the measure would amend the state constitution to define marriage as a union between a man and a woman. 
The state Supreme Court overturned the ban on same sex marriages last month, which could allow gay 
couples to marry as early as June seventeenth. Gay marriage opponents have asked the court to delay the 
ruling until the November Election. 

 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 6/03/08, LENGTH :29 SEC. LOCAL 
The Fresno County Registrar of voters is calling for a 25 to 30-percent turnout in this local election which is 
much lower than previous elections. One of the reasons is that the national race took place in February 
leaving only state and local races this time around. The Registrar, Victor Salazar also believes voters are 
tired of going to the polls. This year there will be 3 elections with one more left in November. Even so, 
Salazar says Fresno county voters have a lot at stake in this election. 
 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 6/04/08, LENGTH :15 SEC., LOCAL 
With five months until the November Election, the race for the White House is finally clear. Senator Barack 
Obama has enough delegates to grab the democratic nomination for President. But Hillary Clinton isn't done 
quite yet. Reporter Sandra Endo tells how the candidates plan to reunite their party. 
 

ACTION NEWS AM LVIE, 6/04/08, LENGTH :34 SEC. ,LOCAL 
ABC30 Political Analyst Tony Capozzi says Perea and Swearingen must put together a new plan before they 
start spending money on the November election. Capozzi said Perea had more financial support than 
Swearingen but that could change since the race for mayor is now between two candidates. Both candidates 
could pick up support from those who backed the other candidates who are now out of the race. 
 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 6/04/08, LENGTH :21 SEC., LOCAL 
Last night Perea's opponent gathered with her supporters at the Downtown Club. Swearingen said she was 
surprised by how close the race was. But she always expected to take part in the November Election. 
Swearingen said Perea may have the financial support for the next election but she is counting on concerns 
of the public to get her elected to the mayor's office. 

 
ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 6/04/08, LENGTH :33 SEC., LOCAL 
California‟s highest court has refused to stay its decision on legalizing same-sex marriage until after the 
November election. Conservative groups had asked the state supreme court to stop its order from becoming 
effective until voters have the chance to weigh in on the issue. An initiative that would amend the state 
constitution to ban gay marriage has qualified for the November ballot. If it passes it would overrule the 
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court's decision. The Supreme Court says its ruling will be final at five p-m on June 16th, paving the way for 
same-sex marriages in California on June 17

th
. 

 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 6/04/08, LENGTH :36 SEC., LOCAL 
The Fresno City Council is getting a bit of a makeover thanks to the election. In district two, Andréa‟s 
Borgeas will take over from Brian Calhoun. Larry Westerlund won back his seat in district four. And in district 
six, former planning commissioner lee brand will take over from jerry Duncan. The new members say they'll 
be working hard to get up to speed before their first council meeting in January. At least two of the seven 
council members will be new in the next term. Henry T. Perea‟s seat could also open up if he wins the race 
for mayor. We‟ll have results from other races throughout this newscast. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 6/04/08, LENGTH :26 SEC., LOCAL 
Voter turnout for last night's election was expected to be low. But it looks like things may have been even 
worse than anticipated here in the valley. Only about 20 percent of registered voters cast ballots in Fresno 
County yesterday according to preliminary numbers from the county elections office. That‟s the lowest 
turnout in 100 years.  Elections officials say a number of factors contributed to the poor showing. The biggest 
holding the California primary four months earlier than in past elections. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 6/04/08, LENGTH 2:01 MIN., LOCAL 
The Mayoral Primary drew the lowest vote totals in decades. But with a heated race for president shaping up 
and Henry T-Perea and Ashley Swearingen expect a huge voter turnout come November Ashley Swearingen 
was home working the phones a day after securing a spot in the November runoff. Henry t-Perea was 
greeted by well-wishers after Tuesday night's slim win. To borrow a phrase from the NBA, there can only be 
one. They've separated them from the pack, now Swearingen and Perea seek to separate themselves from 
each other. 

 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 6/05/08, LENGTH 1:34 MIN., LOCAL 
Much like most of what Hillary Clinton has done on the campaign trail. Her decision to concede the 
democratic nomination to Barack Obama was made on her terms. Not on the eve of the final two primaries. 
Instead it's widely believed she'll step down on Saturday surrounded by supporters in Washington, d-c. 
Her delayed decision has met with animosity even within her own circle of support.  

 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 6/08/08, LEGNTH :36 MIN., LOCAL 
There's a new leader tonight in the race for mayor of Fresno, according to the Fresno county elections office. 
According to numbers released late this afternoon, Ashley swearing now has a nine vote lead over Henry T. 
Perea. Both candidates will advance to a runoff in November. The elections office hopes to have the final 
votes counted by the end of the week. And those final votes could still mean pass or fail for "Measure E"-- a 
152 million dollar bond measure for Fresno‟s central unified school district. Right now, the measure has 54 
percent "Yes" votes, to 46 percent "No". The bond measure requires 55 percent approval to pass. 

 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 6/11/08, LENGTH :27 SEC., LOCAL 
The latest vote count shows the lead has changed again in the Fresno mayor's race. According to numbers 
released late this afternoon by the Fresno county elections office, both Henry t. Perea and Ashley Swearing 
received 27- percent of the vote. But Perea has a *101* vote lead. Both candidates will advance to a runoff in 
November. The elections office is still counting the remaining ballots, and will have an update next week. The 
election results must be certified by July first. 
 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 6/16/08, LENGTH :26 SEC.,LOCAL 
Former Vice President Al Gore officially endorsed Barack Obama. His appearance in Detroit could be the 
first of many by the popular former vice president. Gore lost the presidential election in 2000 and told the 
crowd elections matter. Gore‟s speech is part endorsement for Obama as well as an attack on president 
bush. In Virginia, John McCain once again pressed his opponent to accept a series of Town Hall Meetings, in 
addition to three presidential debates. 
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ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 6/23/08, LENGTH 1:30 SEC. LOCAL 

The public is welcome to attend today's Town Hall Meeting here at the Satellite Student Union at Fresno 
state. Doors open at 8AM . Come early because there are a lot of people who want to see the man who 
could be our next president. John McCain will reportedly use his campaign stop in Fresno today to make a 
bold proposal to solve the country's energy crisis.  The Republican Presidential nominee-in-waiting will 
suggest that the Government offers a 300 million dollar prize to the person who can develop a car battery 
that improves on existing technology. McCain is also expected to propose stiffer fines for automakers that 
skirt existing fuel-efficiency standards. The President of the Nisei farmer‟s league says he also expects 
senator McCain to address two issues that are critical to central valley growers; the state's water shortage 
and immigration.   

 
PSA       LENGTH   APRX. AIRINGS 

ABC30 LISTENS SUNNYSIDE FORUM  :30   39 
FRESNO POLICE DEP: 
HAND FREE CELL USE    :30   10 
DTV CONUMER EDUCATION CAMPAIGN  :30   319  
CHILDREN‟S REPORTS/LIMITES   :30   10 
V-CHIP       :30   70 
DTV CONSUMER EDUCATION REPORT  :30    03 
 
 

 

PUBLIC SAFETY/CRIME 
 

VALLEY FOCUS, 4/13/08, 4:30PM, LENGTH :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 
Segment #1: Fresno County Fire Protection District: CAL FIRE: ABC30 The Big Give-Early Detection 
Program: We were joined by Keith Larkin, Fire Chief, Fresno County Fire Protection District here to talk 
about their event.  The Early Detection Program originated in March 2007 after the tragic deaths of two 
children in an early morning house fire.  The home was not equipped with smoke detectors, allowing the fire 
to burn unnoticed for several minutes.  The intent of this program is to provide a free smoke detector and 
installation for the homeowner.  Firefighters will be going house-to-house providing safety information, 
education on maintenance and proper placement, as well as installing a working smoke detector in homes 
that do not have one.  To date, firefighters have visited the communities of Calwa, Malaga, Friant, Del Rey, 
Caruthers, and Parlier, installing over 1,000 smoke detectors and knocking on over 2,300 doors.  On April 
19, 2008, firefighters will be conducting the largest fire safety outreach yet.  Four communities, 5,077 homes, 
and hundreds of volunteers will go door-to-door checking and installing free smoke detectors in the 
communities of Parlier, Tranquility, Easton, and Huron.  This one-day event will unite firefighters, a surviving 
mother, and community volunteers working towards a safer Fresno County.   
Segment #2: Fresno County Fire Protection District: ABC30 The Big Give-Early Detection Program. We were 
joined by Mike Bowman, Fire Captain, Public Information Officer and Sylvia Escalanta, Fire Safety Advocate, 
Early Detection Program along with the Mother of Anne Nicole & Ruvi Escalante of Calwa to talk about this 
event. The popularity of Oprah‟s BIG GIVE television show on ABC-30 is huge and now, the opportunity to 
help people right here in Fresno County has arrived! Oprah challenged ABC-30 … what would they do with 
$10,000?  ABC-30 answered the challenge with a plan that could include everyone in Central California and 
have a real impact on saving lives right here at home. ABC-30 donated the $10,000 to the Fresno County 
Fire Protection District„s Early Detection Program a mission that rose from the ashes of a tragedy in February 
of 2007, when fire took the lives of two little girls in Calwa.  Their home, like so many in Fresno County, was 
not equipped with a smoke alarm.  The girls' mother, Sylvia Escalante, joined forces with Fresno County 
Firefighters and began a door-to-door campaign to install free smoke detectors in low-income 
neighborhoods. Now, with ABC-30‟s $10,000 check and a generous discount on the price of each smoke 
detector from KIDDE, one of the largest smoke detector manufacturers in the world, the final push to install a 
smoke detector in 9,000 Fresno County homes is on … but we need YOUR help! 
On April 19, 2008, the day before Oprah‟s BIG GIVE Finale, the Fresno County Fire Protection District will 
set out in four Fresno County communities, Huron, Parlier, Easton, and Tranquility to go door-to-door and 
install smoke detectors in 5,077 homes that have none.  Fresno County Firefighters will need volunteers to 
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help with this ambitious task and more money to reach the $45,000 needed to purchase the remaining 
smoke detectors.  

 
VALLEY FOCUS, 4/20/08, LENGTH :30 MINUTES LOCAL 
Segment #2: Marjaree Mason Center: FACT- Fresno Area Construction Team: Hardhats & Hearts 
Fundraiser: We were joined by Pamela Kallsen, Executive Director, Marjaree Mason Center: The Fresno 
Area Construction Team and the Marjaree Mason Center would like to promote your business with a great 
marketing opportunity through a sponsorship or action item. Thanks to you and the generosity of Valley 
businesses and friends we are planning our fourth annual Hardhats & Hearts even on Thursday, April 24

th
 to 

benefit the Marjaree Mason Center-working to eliminate domestic violence. A memorable evening that will 
include fine foods hosted bar, great entertainment, silent and live action. The Marjaree Mason Center houses 
45,000 nights each year at their emergency shelter for woman and children of domestic violence. 
Segment #3: Encourage Tomorrow: Annual Awards Banquet: We were joined by Regina Uribes, Board of 
Directors to talk about their program: Encourage Tomorrow‟s programs which began in 1994 as a 
partnership between the California Department of Education and the League of Mexican American Women. 
Ten students were selected as a pilot project to field test curriculum entitled “Mariposa” that targeted 
Hispanic female students from a housing project who were marginal and on the verge of dropping out of the 
school system. The curriculum addressed various issues faced by Latinas today. The impact of this project 
was significant to the students. During the next few years, other programs were added to address the needs 
of other students. In 1997 the funding ended with the California Department of Education and Suzanne 
Moreno founded Encourage Tomorrow to continue and expand these highly successful programs. We have 
expanded our services to include tutoring programs. Encourage Tomorrow now serves students from 
Sacramento to San Diego. We offer various lunchtime and after school programs at a school site or 
community site. We develop programs to address the needs of the specific site. We also provide tutoring 
services in the home, school or other community site. We provide mentoring programs and training for 
students and their mentors on a variety of topics including: Role modeling & mentoring, communication, 
cultural awareness, interpersonal skills, conflict resolution, values, setting goals & planning, problem solving 
and career development. We provide various programs for elementary school children including literacy, 
math and science programs theatre-based literacy, culture and career awareness. We offer  
Segment #4: Valley Teen Ranch: Sharing Banquet-Making a Brighter Future for our kids: We were joined by 
Connie Clendenan, Chief Executive Officer to talk about their organization. Valley Teen Ranch was 
incorporated in 1983. We purchased our 80 acre ranch in 1985 and opened our first of three residential 
group homes in 1987.  We are a replica of a successful program in Michigan called Teen Ranch, founded by 
Ray Clendenan in 1964.   Teen Ranch and Valley Teen Ranch were birthed out of the Youth Guidance 
Division of Youth for Christ. Valley Teen Ranch is licensed by the California Department of Social Services 
as a Residential Treatment Group Home, Therapeutic Foster Family Agency and Adoption Agency.  We also 
operate a Transitional Living Home and a Bonding Home. 
We care for and provide therapeutic, residential services for vulnerable children and youth from infant to 18 
years of age.  Our motto is “Building Young Lives.” Valley Teen Ranch will be having a “Sharing Banquet” on 
Thursday, May 8

th
 from 6-9PM at Grand Occasion. Featured guest speakers will be Carissa Phelps, former 

County Foster Child and Valley Teen Ranch alumni. 
 

VALLEY FOCUS, 5/11/08, 9:30AM, LENGTH :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 
Segment #1: City of Fresno Fire Department: Water Safety: We were joined by Chuck Leach, City of Fresno 
Fire Dept./Urban Search and Rescue Team and Ken Shockley, Public Information Officer here to talk about 
Water Safety. They gave us FFD Home Pool Safety Tips: Learn to Swim, Never leave a child unobserved 
around water, if a child is missing, check the pool first, learn CPR and insist those around you who care for 
your child learn as well. Post CPR instructions and 911 in the pool area. Enclose the pool completely with 
self-locking, self-closing fence and gate with vertical bars, never leave furniture by the fence that would 
enable a child to climb over the fence, always keep lifesaving equipment by the pool and keep toys away 
from the pool when not in use. Pool covers should always be completely removed prior to pool use. 
Segment #2: City of Fresno Parks, Recreation & Community Service: Water Safety. We were joined by Mary 
Jane Fitzpatrick, Recreation Manager to talk about Water Safety. The City of Fresno offers some great 
aquatic classes including swimming lessons, swim scholarships and general safety and much more.  

 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 4/7/08, LENGTH :33 SEC., LOCAL 
The connection between alcohol and late night crime in Old Town Clovis will be discussed tonight-- when the 
city council holds a public safety workshop. Clovis Police believe there's a direct link between crime and the 
nightspots that serve alcohol in old town. Police officers have already met with a handful of bar owners 
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hoping to come up with a plan that could address public safety concerns. The bar owners say the problems 
have gotten better in recent years and police are over-reacting. But other business owners who operate 
during the day say the ordinance is a good idea. 
 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 4/19/08, LENGTH :23 SEC., LOCAL 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 4/20/08, LENGTH :23 SEC., LOCAL 
This weekend's "Big Give" to improve the safety of valley homes was featured on the Oprah Winfrey show 
today. KFSN in Fresno turned their money into 100-thousand to install smoke alarms for thousands of area 
residents in honor of two girls killed in a house fire 300 volunteers visited four-thousand homes on Saturday. 
They installed 700 smoke alarms and changed 300 batteries 

 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 4/22/08, LENGTH :44 SEC., LOCAL 
Fresno Mayor Alan Autry announced a new plan to improve school safety in light of the shooting death of 
Jesse Carrizales. Autry says the plan would assist students dealing with mental health issues. This new 
partnership involves county leaders. Police and local school districts and faith-based groups .The idea is to 
identify students with mental health problems and get them counseling. A specific plan is not yet in place but 
Autry believes schools should add counselors who specialize in child psychology. The coalition is now 
looking into how it could fund such an ambitious plan. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 4/23/08, LENGTH 1:46 MIN., LOCAL 
Sentencing is today for the Madera High juvenile responsible for making "Columbine- like threats" against 
fellow students. Behind these closed doors at Madera County‟s juvenile courtroom a judge sentenced a 17-
year old to 3 months probation for making death threats. Last November several Madera High students told 
police a classmate was planning to kill. Investigators showed up to the student's house and discovered 15 
rifles pictured here and hundreds of rounds of ammunition. The juvenile was arrested and faced 3 criminal 
threat felonies. But in February the DA dropped those charges in exchange for a "no contest" plea to 
misdemeanor possession of ammunition. The judge put the boy under house arrest. The juvenile's attorney 
says the fact her client suffers from Asperger's syndrome; a form of autism affecting social reasoning and 
response skills, played a big role in today's sentencing. 
 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 4/23/08, LENGTH: 42 SEC., LOCAL 
The death of Jesse Carrizales has prompted a new plan to improve school safety. Fresno mayor Alan Autry 
says it would offer help to students with mental health problems. This new partnership involves county 
leader,  police and local school districts and church groups. The idea is to identify students with mental 
health problems and get them counseling. A specific plan is not in place ye but Autry believes schools should 
add counselors who specialize in child psychology. The coalition is now looking into how it could pay for the 
plan. 
 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 4/24/08, LENGTH :22 SEC., LOCAL 
A famous view inside Yosemite National Park is about to get a whole lot better. Construction begins next 
week on improvements to the "tunnel view overlook”. The project will improve safety features, drainage 
problems and traffic-flow issues through the turn-out. The three-point-three million dollar project is paid for by 
the national park service "centennial initiative" and private donations. Construction is scheduled to be 
complete sometime in October. 

 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 4/24/08, LENGTH, 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 
Hanford Police left the campus of Hanford High School Thursday evening, hours after a pipe bomb exploded 
near the school's auto body shop. All 1,800 students heard it.  It sounded like a car backfired.  That's what 
everyone was saying they thought it was.  Said freshman Miguel Torre Sophomore Heather Ferraiz says it 
sounded like a loud boom.  "We were all scared" Ferraiz said. Police said the pipe bomb sent debris flying 30 
feet away.  Michael Hernandez's son was nearby when the bomb was set off.  Fortunately, he and everyone 
else escaped unharmed. Our son felt like something hit him, like needles on his arm, on his neck.   
Hanford Police lieutenant Parker Sever said the device appeared to be homemade, but nevertheless 
dangerous. If somebody was near when it went off, they would have been seriously injured. Parents learned 
of the incident through a series of phone messages.  The final one was delivered hours after students were 
finally released from their classrooms. I want to assure all of our parents that our school staff and law 
enforcement responded quickly to this incident and that we will continue to be vigilant about school safety.  
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Police are reviewing video footage of the explosion caught by a surveillance camera.  They're being assisted 
by the ATF and FBI. The suspect could face felony charges. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 4/28/08, LENGTH :23 SEC., LOCAL 
A south valley street gang can no longer hang out together in public. In March, Sheriff's detectives served 
temporary injunctions on the south side street gang members in Ivanhoe. Today, a judge made that 
injunction permanent. The order prohibits gang members from gathering in public or intimidating people 
within a "Safety Zone" in Ivanhoe.  Deputies will serve the injunction on more than 250 south side gang 
members in Ivanhoe immediately. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 4/28/08, LENGTH 2:01 MIN., LOCAL 
Its one thing for neighbors to deal with unsightly yards which haven't been landscape but some abandoned 
rural homes are much more dangerous because they're surrounded by dry weeds. The dry brush 
surrounding this north Clovis home perfectly illustrates the early arrival of fire season. The weeds lead all the 
way up to the front door. Warm weather has put us 2-3 weeks ahead of schedule.   Steve Mata lives next 
door and worries the dead vegetation could serve as fuel for a fire. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 4/29/08, LENGTH 2:03 MIN., LOCAL 
President Bush today also blasted the US Farm Subsidy Program, saying the wealthiest Americans shouldn't 
qualify. Critics call it corporate welfare but instituting change to benefit more valley farmers has proven to be 
difficult. Farmers who grow corn, soybeans, rice and wheat benefit from federal subsidies even with crop 
prices at a record high. Frustrations over the farm bill prompted president bush to criticize the program. Most 
farmers who receive subsidies are in the Midwest. It's estimated less than ten-percent of California farms get 
subsidies. The environmental working group identified the valley's top subsidized farms as S.J.R. farming in 
Los Banos, which received 2-point-2 million in cotton subsidies in Hansen ranches of Corcoran received 1-
point-5 million and Dublin farms took in 1-point-4 million. The bush administration wants to impose cut-off 
points for wealthy farmers. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 5/12/08, LENGTH :31 SEC., LOCAL 
A Tulare county judge gave police more authority to battle a south valley gang. Visalia police previously went 
door to door serving a temporary injunction on the "Oriental Troops" street gang. This morning a judge made 
that injunction permanent. The injunction means gang members can not hang out with each other in public 
while they're in a specific safety zone. The safety zone is in an area of north Visalia. A judge already issued a 
permanent injunction on two other south valley gangs. Authorities say the injunctions have lowered gang 
related crimes. 

 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 5/13/08, LENGTH 2:50 MIN., LOCAL 
Fresno Police Officers like Rich O‟Dell are always on the lookout for speeders. But come July 1st, if they see 
*this* they can pull you over too because using a handheld phone while driving will be against the law. 65 
percent of California drivers admitted they regularly talk on their cell phones while steering in a recent survey 
by headset manufacturer Plantronics. That's 15 million distracted drivers on the roads. The new law requires 
drivers to use a hands-free device like a headset when talking on their phone in the car and any drivers 
under 18 can *not* use a phone at all. The base fine for the first offense is 20-dollars. A second offense is 
50-dollars but additional penalties bring it to a total cost of 76-dollars the first time, and 190-dollars the 
second time.  
 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 5/13/08, LENGTH :22 SEC., LOCAL 
Dozens of cabins have been evacuated in southern California, as a wildfire burns on Mount Baldy in San 
Bernardino County. The fire has burned about 100 acres since it started at four-30 this morning. 
Investigators are still looking into possible causes. A father and daughter hiking in the area were airlifted to 
safety after being stranded. Mount Baldy is about 45 miles northeast of downtown Los Angeles. 
 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 5/14/08, LENGTH 2:54 MIN., LOCAL 
As the weather warms up, more valley families will seek relief by heading to local swimming pools. But some 
older pools have a feature that can be dangerous even deadly. Action news north valley reporter Sara 
Sandrik shows us the drains that can lead to injuries or drowning and what can be done to keep kids safe. 
Whether it's a trip to the city pool, or a dip in a neighbor's backyard, swimming pools are a fun and refreshing 
place to spend the summer. Safety is always a concern when it comes to kids and water. But many parents 
may not know that certain pool drains pose a serious danger. 
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ACTION NEWS 5PM, 5/15/08, LENGTH 2:09 SEC.,  LOCAL 
The governor's revised budget proposal relies partly on the lottery to help erase the state's now enormous 
17-billion dollar deficit. California would borrow billions against future lottery revenues to help close the 
budget gap. Voters will have to make a choice: approve it or pay higher taxes. Both democrats and 
republicans hate the idea of borrowing against future lottery revenues. The Senate leader likened it to a sub 
prime loan. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 5/20/08, LENGTH 2:00 MIN.,LOCAL 
Fresno County‟s lead prosecutor says massive budget cuts could jeopardize public safety. The County must 
cut at least 18- million dollars to make up for a huge deficit. As Action News reporter Laurie Penco explains, 
county officials say they don't have a lot of choice. Laurie Trak, Fresno County‟s Chief Probation Officer and 
District Attorney pulled no punches as they begged supervisors to reconsider cuts to public safety. Millions 
meant for the justice system are in jeopardy as the county looks for ways to make up for an 18-million dollar 
shortfall in property and sales tax. 

 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 5/28/08, LENGTH :28 SEC., LOCAL 
Fresno police officers are riding the rails today. Police officers will ride aboard a special train through the city 
to watch how drivers behave at highway-railroad crossings. Thousands of people die each year at railroad 
crossings across the country. In 2003, nearly 300 people died and close to 900 people injured in incidents at 
public highway-rail crossings officers on board the train will report any violations to officers along the train 
route. They‟ll give tickets to drivers who do not obey highway-railroad crossing law. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 5/29/08, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 
Public safety, smart growth and the economy are the hot issues in this year's Tulare County Supervisor‟s 
races. In district one, incumbent Allen Ishida says since he has worked hard at improving public safety by 
helping the county create its own county-run fire department and retain sheriff's deputies.  He also helped 
lobby for more federal officers in our national parks to rid illegal marijuana gardens.   But Ishida says one of 
his top priorities is clean water. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6:00PM, 5/29/08, LENGTH 2:33 MIN., LOCAL 
A Fresno City Councilmember wants to get tough on property owners who are allowing their buildings to sit 
vacant for extended periods of time. Cynthia Sterling has set her sights on two historic buildings on the 
Fulton Mall that she says have become eyesores and may even pose safety hazards. 

 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 6/9/08, LENGTH :27 SEC., LOCAL 
Several restaurant chains and stores have pulled tomatoes because of a salmonella outbreak. McDonald‟s, 
In-and-Out and Chipotle are among the many businesses that have taken fresh tomatoes off the menu until 
the safety of the tomato supply can be assured, the food and drug administration wants you to avoid eating 
raw red roma, red plum and red round tomatoes. Since mid-April 145 people have been sickened by 
salmonella poisoning in 16 states. But California-grown tomatoes are safe to eat. 

 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 6/10/08, LENGTH :42 SEC., LOCAL 
An outbreak of salmonella linked to tainted tomatoes spreading across the country has turned deadly. An 
elderly patient in Texas is believed to be the first death associated to the outbreak. Meantime, scientists still 
don't know where those tomatoes are coming from. Officials say it may be a matter of a few days before they 
know the source of the tainted tomatoes. There‟ve been 147 tomato-related salmonella cases in 17 states 
including California. The California victim got sick from eating a tainted tomato in Chicago. Health officials 
say there's no indication that tomatoes grown in California caused the outbreak. Red plum, red round and 
red roma tomatoes are the ones in question. Several restaurant chains are leaving tomatoes off their menus 
because of the food poisoning outbreak. 

 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 6/10/08, LENGTH :25 SEC., LOCAL 
The Merced City Council unanimously approved a new policy designed to keep foreclosed homes from 
becoming eyesores and safety hazards. The policy will allow real estate agents who sell foreclosed 
properties to set up utility accounts in their own names. But it only applies to houses that are caught in limbo 
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between foreclosure and being listed as bank-owned. One local realtor says the move will help agents fix 
problems like green pools and dry lawns faster. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 6/11/08, LENGTH :25 SEC., LOCAL 
The Merced City Council approved a new policy designed to keep foreclosed homes from becoming 
eyesores and safety hazards. The policy will allow real estate agents who sell foreclosed properties to set up 
utility accounts in their own names. But it only applies to houses that are caught in limbo between foreclosure 
and being listed as bank-owned. One local realtor says the move will help agents fix problems like green 
pools and dry lawns faster. 

 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 6/11/08, LENGTH :28 SEC. LOCAL 
The food and drug administration has declared California‟s and Florida‟s tomato crops safe. Three varieties 
are affected: red plum, red roma and round red tomatoes. A just-released poll about food safety shows more 
than half of those surveyed stopped eating a particular food either temporarily or permanently as a result of a 
recent recall.  

 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 6/13/08, LENGTH :40 SEC. LOCAL 
A salmonella outbreak linked to tainted tomatoes has spread to six more states. More than 200 people in 23 
states have gotten sick from tainted tomatoes. It's still not known where the tomatoes came from or if all the 
bad tomatoes are off the market.  Fruits and vegetables come from several sources, including other 
countries, where safety standards can be lower than in the US. Right now, there is no system to track 
produce from the farm, to the grocery store, to your home. The food and drug administration says it doesn't 
have enough money or resources to follow a trail. At a hearing on Capitol Hill yesterday, some lawmakers 
expressed frustration at what they call an on-going problem.  

 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 6/13/08, LENGTH 2:11 MIN., LOCAL 
Two San Joaquin Valley companies have been shutdown following the death of a pregnant teenager working 
the fields. The 17-year old died in 100 degree heat last month. Action News reporter Laurie Penco explains 
what the state is doing to keep other farm workers safe. As farm workers toil in the hot sun, two companies 
linked to the death of a 17-year old pregnant farm worker are feeling the heat from the state. The teen's 
employer, Merced farm labor, and Soliz farm labor contracting had workers in the fields near Farmington 
when she died in 100 degree heat. Cal OSHA has now shutdown both companies until they can prove 
they‟re keeping workers safe 

 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 6/15/08, LENGTH :25 SEC., LOCAL 
Merced county officials today, offered a first look at the proposed budget. The proposal for the 2008 - 2009 
fiscal years is 470-point -six million dollars. That represents a decrease of about seven-percent from this 
fiscal year. But it includes an increase of more than nine -million dollars in discretionary funding. Officials say 
it's a conservative, balanced proposal that maintains a commitment to public safety. But also takes the 
state's huge budget shortfall into consideration. 
 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 6/17/08, LENGTH 1:27 MIN., LOCAL 
The Board of Supervisors says the county is facing a fiscal crisis and all departments are facing cuts. But the 
sheriff said the proposed budget reductions mean she will be forced to eliminate more than 2-hundred 
positions unless the Board finds more money. Fresno County Sheriff Margaret Mims painted a grim and 
chaotic picture if she eliminates dozens of deputies. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 6/18/08, LENGTH 1:55 MIN., LOCAL 
Investigators say they arrested 18 leaders of the Varrio Central Poros gang or "VCP" early this morning. 
They say the gang has terrorized the streets of Porterville since the 1990s and has only continued to grow 
until today. Handguns, rifles and other confiscated guns were spread across a table at the Porterville police 
department.  Investigators also seized marijuana and cocaine. The evidence and the arrests of these 18 men 
are the result of a six month operation involving Porterville police, Tulare county agencies and the 
department of justice with the goal of taking down leaders of the VCP. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 6/19/08, LENGTH :29 SEC., LOCAL 
Some students in the south valley got a handle on what it's like to be a firefighter. It's all part of the Visalia 
Fire Department's fire camp going on this week. As you can see, 8-year old Rebecca Lehman got strapped 
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into a harness and learned how to repel. The students also learned ladder drills and safe ways to climb 
ladders. This is the first time Visalia firefighters held the camp and they hope it teaches the kids about fire 
safety and what it's like to be a firefighter. 
 

OPRAH 5/14/08, 4PM, 1HOUR, SYNDICATION 
Forced to Marry at 14, Lisa Ling‟s Special Report on Polygamy: In her first television interview, a young 
woman who was forced to marry her cousin at 14 years of age speaks out. Find out how she escaped the 
polygamist sect she grew up in and how she then eventually helped put the leader behind bars. Plus, Lisa 
Ling reported from behind the gates of the Eldorado polygamist compound.  

 
OPRAH 5/23/08, 4PM 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
Life-Saving Lessons From Families Like Yours: If you have ever driven after having one drink, stop and 
listen. What this family wants changed today to prevent this from happening to you. It is the wake-up call this 
country desperately needs. 

 
OPRAH, 6/19/08, 4PM, LENGTH: 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
Confronting the Attacker: A mother of five is about to do one of the bravest things she‟s ever done. Watch as 
she goes behind bars to confront the man who murdered her father. Face-to-face for the first time and 
nothing was off limits. Then we meet a guest and what they have to say about the man that killed their 
mother. 
 

 
PSA       LENGTH  APRX. AIRINGS 
FRESNO POLICE DEPARTMENT: 
HANDS FREE CELL USE:    :30   10 
OPRAH‟S BIG GIVE: FRESNO FIRE DEPT/ 
ABC30 SMOKE DETECTORS    :30   150 

 
 
 
 

 
VALLEY HEALTHCARE/ISSUES 

 
CHILDREN FIRST: LIVING WITH AUTISM 
Sunday, April 6

th
 6:30PM, :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 

Saturday, April 26
th

, 4:30PM, :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 
Hosted by Action News Anchors Warren Armstrong and Nancy Osborne, this Children First Special focuses 
on autism. The disorder, which has no cure or cause, is changing the lives of families at critical rates. 
Professionals tell us that early intervention is crucial. According to the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, one in every 150 children diagnosed with autism. The disorder impacts communication, social 
skills and behavior. Autism is characterized as a spectrum disorder, meaning the degrees of it vary from mild 
to severe. For some families living with an autistic child, the first hurdle is the diagnosis itself, followed by 
behavior that‟s difficult to control. We looked at treatment programs for children, including the Central 
California Autism Center in Fresno State. Hundred of students with autism are enrolled in Fresno County 
Schools. We talked about the challenges faced by parents, students and teachers. And, as kids with autism 
get older, parents worry about their future. One local organization, Families of Effective Autism Treatment, is 
helping others learn more about the disorder. We also visited with students at United Cerebral Palsy of 
Central California. Learn how he channels his energy through visual and performing arts. 
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CONNECT WITH KIDS: WARNING SIGNS 
Saturday, April 26

th
 at 4PM, :30 MINUTES, SYNDICATION. 

The Emmy Award-winning "Connect with Kids" series features real kids, true stories, experts and educators 
a way to help parents and kids start a conversation about tough topics kids face every day.  
Experts say that parents, teachers and even friends need to understand that poor choices or bad behavior 
just might be a child's way of saying "I need help." What are the warning signs? How can parents help and 
how can kids help each other?  
 Watch Warning Signs and hear these real stories from parents and kids, along with expert advice:    

 Bianca and Naomi Mendez, ages five and four respectively, started throwing temper tantrums and 
misbehaving. It wasn't until a counselor in a unique intervention program at the girls' school in 
Bergen County, New Jersey stepped in that their problems were identified and addressed.  

 Kyle Copija was 16 when he tragically took his own life. Were there warning signs?  Looking back, 
his mother Karen DeLany says there were signs along the way, but she missed them.  

 Sixteen-year-old K.C. Holt had been picked on and teased since she was seven. She felt sad, angry 
and depressed, until a new program at her high school in Round Rock, Texas created a student 
mentor and support group to give students, like her, a helping hand and a new outlook. 

 
 
 
 
 
CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL CENTRAL CALIFORNIA: MEDICAL MARVELS: 
Saturday, May 31, 2008, 6:30PM, :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 
Sunday, June 22, 2008, 5PM, :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 

Hosted by Action News Anchors Warren Armstrong and Graciela Moreno, this moving special also 
features Action News Anchors Dale Yurong and Margot Kim and the work of Special Projects Producer, 
Aurora Diaz.  

The focus of this show is on the medical advances at Children‟s Hospital Central California, the 
second largest hospital of its kind in California.  One young girl, born with spina bifida, has been helped by a 
new surgery that straightens out the spines of children.  The Vertical Expandable Titanium Rib, or VPTR, 
was surgically placed in her back.  She can now sit up straighter and is even growing for the first time in two 
years.  The surgery helps prevent lung and breathing problems as she matures. We give you an update on a 
story Action News covered about a young boy who was impaled on a piece of farm equipment in Tulare 
County.  A craniofacial surgeon has reconstructed his face with remarkable results, allowing him to return to 
his normal activities. See how the hospital treats children with heart defects, brittle bone disease, and serious 
injuries.  Staff members also take the time to ease the fears of children at the annual Teddy Bear Clinic, a 
special event where kids become the medical experts to their stuffed animals.  And, parents are satisfied 
with the hospital's new system that drastically reduces wait time in the Emergency Department. The cost of 
medical care is not cheap.  We also look at the various fundraising events in the community that help this 
non-profit hospital pay for millions of dollars in uncompensated care, as no child is turned away. ABC-30 is 
proud to partner with Children‟s Hospital Central California.  We are especially proud to be the Major Media 
Sponsor all these years and to celebrate the 21st Anniversary of KIDS DAY!  
 
MEDICAL BREAKTHROUGHTS: HEALTH CENTRAL #19: 
Sunday, June 8, 2008, 12PM, :30 Minutes, Local 
In this quarterly health newsmagazine, Dr. Dean Edell explores new treatment and protection options for 
people with incontinence, examines how nutrition can help bolster the health of people with chronic and 
acute medical conditions, looks at drugs derived from nature, and reveals the newest dental technologies.  

 
VALLEY FOCUS, 4/06/08, 4:30PM, LENGTH :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 
Segment #1: United Cerebral Palsy of Central California: UCP Programs and Pathways: We were joined by 
Jacqueline Yates, Board President, UCP Central California and Clyde Forde, VP and Incoming President, 
UCP here to talk about their organizations programs. Some central valley adults with mental and physical 
disabilities are taking their life lessons and passing them on to children who face similar challenges. They 
offer a “Community College” setting for individuals with development disabilities with four distinct educational 
components. Students learn Life Skills, Visual Arts, Performing Arts, and Technology. The curriculum has 
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been written and honed by staff with the direct input from our student body. This combined teamwork allows 
changes to continually offer CHOICE and FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION through the Arts and Technology.  
Segment #2: United Cerebral Palsy of Central California: Pathways Foundation Information: We were joined 
by Melisha Ford, Executive Director, Pathways: A Foundation of UCP and Karen Long, Board Chair, 
Pathways Foundation: In fulfilling its mission, Pathways will foster mutual respect, service, philanthropy and 
stewardship in our community. Philanthropy is truly an American tradition …and so is effective estate 
planning. Every year millions of Americans help strengthen non–profit organizations through charitable gifts 
and meet their own estate planning objectives. Through planned giving it is often possible to serve individual 
needs while at the same time helping others. There is great flexibility in designing planned gifts, from 
bequests that reduce estate taxes, to funds and trusts that preserve income for college or retirement. Many 
donors have found that deferred gifts to a charity such as United Cerebral Palsy of Central California will 
provide valuable current tax benefits while at the same time maximizing the estate assets passed onto their 
heirs. As you review your estate planning needs, we hope you will consider making a gift to Pathways: A 
Foundation for United Cerebral Palsy of Central California. There are a variety of ways to make a significant 
difference in the lives of children and adults with disabilities.  
Segment #3: FEAT-FMC/Fresno Madera County Families for Effective Autism Treatment: We were joined by 
Paul Lambert, Board Member, FEAT-FMC to talk about Autism. April is National Autism month and one 
place you can find information relating to this topic is the Fresno Madera County Families for Effective 
Autism Treatment. FEAT-FMC is a non-profit organization of parents, educators, and other professionals 
dedicated to providing world-class Education, Advocacy and Support for the Central California Autism 
Community. They provide information to parents of children diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorders 
including Autism, Pervasive Developmental 
Disorder (PDD), and Aspergers Syndrome, and to professionals about FEAT-FMC, its goals, organization, 
and how FEAT-FMC can help families, as well as to provide information about other available resources. 
Segment #4: Exceptional Parents Unlimited: Autism Awareness Month/Programs: We were joined by Kelly 
Cahill, Speech/Language Pathologist & Coordinator of Special Services here to talk their programs and new 
Autism Grant called “First Step.” The Assessment Center for Children at Exceptional Parents Unlimited 
(EPU) assesses children whose parents/caregivers have multiple concerns about their child's learning, 
development, and/or behavior. The center is staffed by medical, mental health, and other professionals from 
several different agencies. Staff from these agencies is located at EPU and can offer Fresno County 
children, birth through 5 years of age, and their families, more comprehensive assessment services in one 
location. On June 30th over 650 community members gathered for the 17th annual Fiesta to benefit our 
programs and services for children and families with special needs. Our new location of Woodward Park and 
new date in June provided a renewed spirit of enthusiasm for all who participated. Thank you to the 150+ 
community volunteers who helped make this event a success! We‟re grateful for the high quality items we 
received for our live and silent auctions and for the horsd‟oeuvres, beverages and other items provided by 
our Fiesta Activities & Volunteer Support sponsors. 

 
VALLEY FOCUS, 4/13/08, 4:30PM, LENGTH :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 
Segment #1: Fresno County Fire Protection District: CAL FIRE: ABC30 The Big Give-Early Detection 
Program: We were joined by Keith Larkin, Fire Chief, Fresno County Fire Protection District here to talk 
about their event.  The Early Detection Program originated in March 2007 after the tragic deaths of two 
children in an early morning house fire.  The home was not equipped with smoke detectors, allowing the fire 
to burn unnoticed for several minutes.  The intent of this program is to provide a free smoke detector and 
installation for the homeowner.  Firefighters will be going house-to-house providing safety information, 
education on maintenance and proper placement, as well as installing a working smoke detector in homes 
that do not have one.  To date, firefighters have visited the communities of Calwa, Malaga, Friant, Del Rey, 
Caruthers, and Parlier, installing over 1,000 smoke detectors and knocking on over 2,300 doors.  On April 
19, 2008, firefighters will be conducting the largest fire safety outreach yet.  Four communities, 5,077 homes, 
and hundreds of volunteers will go door-to-door checking and installing free smoke detectors in the 
communities of Parlier, Tranquility, Easton, and Huron.  This one-day event will unite firefighters, a surviving 
mother, and community volunteers working towards a safer Fresno County.   
Segment #2: Fresno County Fire Protection District: ABC30 The Big Give-Early Detection Program. We were 
joined by Mike Bowman, Fire Captain, Public Information Officer and Sylvia Escalanta, Fire Safety Advocate, 
Early Detection Program along with the Mother of Anne Nicole & Ruvi Escalante of Calwa to talk about this 
event. The popularity of Oprah‟s BIG GIVE television show on ABC-30 is huge … and now, the opportunity 
to help people right here in Fresno County has arrived! Oprah challenged ABC-30 … what would they do 
with $10,000?  ABC-30 answered the challenge with a plan that could include everyone in Central California 
and have a real impact on saving lives right here at home. ABC-30 donated the $10,000 to the Fresno 
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County Fire Protection District„s Early Detection Program a mission that rose from the ashes of a tragedy in 
February of 2007, when fire took the lives of two little girls in Calwa.  Their home, like so many in Fresno 
County, was not equipped with a smoke alarm.  The girls' mother, Sylvia Escalante, joined forces with 
Fresno County Firefighters and began a door-to-door campaign to install free smoke detectors in low-income 
neighborhoods. Now, with ABC-30‟s $10,000 check and a generous discount on the price of each smoke 
detector from KIDDE, one of the largest smoke detector manufacturers in the world, the final push to install a 
smoke detector in 9,000 Fresno County homes is on … but we need YOUR help! 
On April 19, 2008, the day before Oprah‟s BIG GIVE Finale, the Fresno County Fire Protection District will 
set out in four Fresno County communities Huron, Parlier, Easton, and Tranquility to go door-to-door and 
install smoke detectors in 5,077 homes that have none.  Fresno County Firefighters will need volunteers to 
help with this ambitious task and more money to reach the $45,000 needed to purchase the remaining 
smoke detectors.  

 
VALLEY FOCUS, 4/13/08, LENGTH :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 
Segment #3: American Cancer Society: Relay for Life: We were joined by Tom Denyko, A Chair Member, 
Lemoore Relay for Life and Sharon Smyth, Lemoore Relay for Life Co-Chair to talk about their organization. 
Each year, across the nation, one event brings together entire communities to take part in the fight against 
cancer. That event is the American Cancer Society Relay For Life

®
. It‟s a time and place where people come 

to celebrate those who have survived cancer, remember those we‟ve lost, and fight back against a disease 
that touches too many lives. Won‟t you join us this year and be a part of Relay? It‟s not just an opportunity to 
celebrate, remember, and fight back your involvement will help the American Cancer Society work toward a 
mission of eliminating cancer as major health issue and will support much-needed services in your 
community. Thanks in part to the donations from Relay for Life and other events, the Society is saving lives, 
helping those touched by cancer, and empowering people to fight this disease all over the world. Fight back 
through research! This year only, our Relay event will offer the unique opportunity to participate first-hand in 
a landmark new study, the Cancer Prevention Study-3 (CPS-3).The American Cancer Society will be 
enrolling people into CPS-3, a long-term study that will help researchers better identify the lifestyle, 
environmental, and genetic factors that cause or prevent cancer. Please spread the word and visit the 
Cancer Prevention Study3.website 
 

VALLEY FOCUS, 4/13/08, LENGTH :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 
Segment #4: The Friends of the Fresno County Library: William Saroyan Centennial, A Screening of “The 
Human Comedy.” We were joined by Lydia Kuhn and Roberta Barton, PIO, Fresno County Public Library to 
talk about the Mickey Rooney event. The friends of the Fresno Library will celebrate the William Saroyan 
Centennial with a special viewing of “The Human Comedy” and veteran actor Mickey Rooney will be their 
honored guest. They will present a screening of “The Human Comedy” on April 25

th
 at the Tower Theater 

along with an appearance of the guest star, Mickey Rooney. 
 

VALLEY FOCUS, 5/11/08, 9;30AM, LENGTH :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 
Segment #3: United Cerebral Palsy of Central California: aired package form ABC30 Children First: Living 
With Autism. ABC30, our Children First partners, Gottschalk‟s, Children‟s Hospital Central California, The 
Fresno County Office of Education produced and aired a one half hour show titled “Children First: Living With 
Autism.”  There were a variety of stories about autism and local programs, but one story told about how a lot 
of families feel there aren‟t many places in the valley geared towards autistic Adults. One segment 
highlighted a young man and just how busy his day is at United Cerebral Palsy of Central California and how 
he has found acceptance through the arts. Jason‟s natural gifts include a photographic memory. He writes 
notes by hand, though he has very little musical training. Jason‟s instructors believe he has written an 
original tune called the Peek-a-boo song. 

 
VALLEY FOCUS, 5/11/08, 9:30AM, LENGTH :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 
Segment #4: Connect With Kids: Athletes & Heart Attack 1:21 minutes: Once every three days, somewhere 
in this nation, a teenage athlete dies of cardiac arrest, that‟s one hundred and ten athletes a year. Their 
deaths are sudden and always tragic. But are there signs or symptoms that indicate your teen may be at risk. 
Experts say the warning signs include a heart murmur, high blood pressure, unexplained fainting, 
lightheadedness or fatigue and most importantly if there‟s been a history in your family of people dying 
prematurely or at an early age. 
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VALLEY FOCUS, 5/18/08, 9:30AM, LENGTH :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 
Segment #4: Connect With Kids: 
STD Rates: 1:35 minutes: The numbers are staggering. 3.2 million teenage girls in America have a sexually 
transmitted disease. Why are so many young girls infected and what can parents to  
Driving Will Talking: 1:35 minutes: Several studies have shown that it‟s dangerous to talk on a cell phone 
while driving. But is the solution, as some states have mandated, hands free cell phones? Maybe not. New 
research suggests that even with both hands on the wheel, drivers on cell phones are a lot like drunk drivers. 
Experts say parents need to set an example and just as kids need endless reminders to wear a seatbelt, 
they need to hear over and over again that driving and cell phones don‟t mix. 

 
VALLEY FOCUS, 6/01/08, 9:30AM, LENGTH :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 
Segment #4: Connect With Kids: 
Lying 1:34 Minutes: Syndication: A Survey by Penn State finds that 98 percent of teens say lying is morally 
wrong. But in the very same survey, 98 percent say they‟ve lied to their parents. Why do the same kids, who 
know lying is wrong, do it anyway?  
Internet Video Bullying: 1:25 Min., Syndication Here‟s a recipe for childhood trouble, start with an impulsive 
teenage brain, add in a little peer pressure, a video camera and the internet and the result is violent assaults, 
dangerous crashes, and outrageous stunts. 
Risks of Smoking: 1:32 Min, Syndication: Some teenagers think the only harm in smoking cigarettes is lung 
cancer. But new research shows smoking may cause irreversible changes to the brain and studies on rats; 

nicotine exposure changes brain receptors, increasing the desire for other addictive drugs. 
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 6/15/08, 9:30AM, LENGTH :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 
Segment #3:  Exceptional Parents Unlimited: Fiesta in the Park. We were joined by Marion Karian, Executive 
Director here to talk about their organizations fund raiser. Exceptional Parents Unlimited has celebrated over 
50 years of serving parents of children with disabilities, in fact, their idea is to give parents the tools they 
need for their children to lead a healthy life. EPU's mission is to strengthen and empower children and 
families facing extraordinary medical, developmental, and parenting challenges. They will be having an event 
“Fiesta in the Park” at Woodward Park and money raised for the dinner and auction will go the EPU. 
Segment #4: Project Jambo: Benefit-Education of Kenya Children. We were joined by Ron Prestridge, 
Volunteer here to talk about their project “A Little Bit of Africa in Fresno.” Project “Jambo” is a night of food, 
fun and education to help raise money to educated children in Kenya. Education in Kenya is free only at the 
primary level. With the average income of a rural Kenyan family being a dollar a day, many of these children 
especially the girls need financial help.  One June 20

th
, you can have the opportunity to extend your helping 

hand to these young children of Project Jambo. Learn how you can help these children on a multiple of levels 
and ensure they receive a quality education. 
 

VALLEY FOCUS, 6/22/08, 9:30AM, LENGTH :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 
Segment #1: Children First: One Call for Kids: EPU Assessment Center-One Call for Kids: We were joined 
by Karen Ray R.N. Supervisor, One Call for Kids. The Assessment Center for Children at Exceptional 
Parents Unlimited (EPU) assesses children whose parents/caregivers have multiple concerns about their 
child's learning, development, and/or behavior. The center is staffed by medical, mental health, and other 
professionals from several different agencies. Staff from these agencies is located at EPU and can offer 
Fresno County children, birth through 5 years of age, and their families, more comprehensive assessment 
services in one location. 
Segment #2: Exceptional Parents Unlimited: Autism Programs: We were joined by Kelly Cahill, 
Speech/Language Pathologist & Coordinator, and Specialty Services. AAP Urges Early Autism Screening. 
The American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) is urging early screening for autism spectrum disorders (ASD) 
for all children. You can view their reports: “Identification and Evaluation of Children With Autism Spectrum 
Disorders” and “Management of Children With Autism Spectrum Disorders.” Our organization aims to 
educate parents, healthcare providers, early childhood educators, and other professionals in order to ensure 
the best developmental outcome for every child. Our goals are to improve screening and referral practices 
and to lower the age at which young children are identified with autism and other developmental disorders. 
Segment #3 & #4: First 5 Fresno County: Strong Communities Begin With Families: We were joined by 
Kendra Rogers, Deputy Director, First 5 Fresno County to talk about their organization: First 5 Fresno 
County will be a catalyst for creating an accessible and effective network of quality services for young 
children (0-5 years) and their families. ABC30 is also partnering with First 5 Fresno County. Their mission is 
to improve the lives of children ages zero through five in Fresno County. We took a look at one of their public 

http://www.aap.org/pressroom/AutismID.pdf
http://www.aap.org/pressroom/AutismID.pdf
http://www.aap.org/pressroom/AutismMgmt.pdf
http://www.firstsigns.org/screening/guidelines.htm
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service announcements that help parents to stop for just a moment in their busy lives and focus on their 
child. 

 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/09/08, LENGTH :25 SEC., LOCAL 
More and more middle-class Americans say they aren't better off than they were five years ago, reflecting  
Economic pressures amid growing personal debt, a study released Wednesday found.  Their short-term 
assessment of personal progress, according to the study, is the worst it's been in nearly half a century.  The 
survey by the Pew Research Center, a Washington-based organization, paints a mixed picture for the 53 
percent of adults in the country who define themselves as "middle class," with household incomes ranging 
from below $40,000 to more than $100,000. It found that a majority of all Americans said they haven't 
progressed in the last five years. One in four, or 25 percent, said their economic situation had not improved, 
while 31 percent said they had fallen backward. Those numbers together are the highest since the survey 
question was first asked in 1964. Among the middle class, 54 percent said they had made no progress (26 
percent) or fallen back (28 percent).  Asked about their financial experiences in the past year, 53 percent of 
middle-class people said they had to cut spending because money was tight. Nearly one in five, or 18 
percent, said they had trouble getting or paying for medical care, while 10 percent reported they had been 
laid off or otherwise lost their jobs.  

 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 4/11/08, LENGTH :19 SEC., LOCAL 
With graduation right around the corner, seniors today at Fresno State received advice about life off campus. 
Seniors attended the conference called "Life after College”. The seminars and information booths were 
geared toward helping students transition from the rhythm of school to the job-market. It included everything 
from how to choose the right health care to money management. 

 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 4/17/08, LENGTH 2:18 MIN.,LOCAL 
Some health insurance companies in California have been ordered to re-instate a number of people, whose 
policies were cancelled. Action News reporter Nannette Miranda explains why and what it could mean for 
others who may have been illegally cancelled. 
 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 4/17/08, LENGTH :33 SEC., LOCAL 
A Clovis soldier who lost two brothers in Iraq is trying to help other sole survivor veterans keep their medical 
and other benefits. Jason Hubbard spoke in Washington DC. Yesterday. The military took away some 
benefits and demanded he re-pay thousands of dollars of his enlistment bonus. Jason and his younger 
brother Nathan joined the army after their brother Jared was killed in Iraq. Last year Nathan died in a 
Blackhawk helicopter crash. The "Hubbard Act" would ensure that honorably discharged sole survivors will 
continue to get medical and mental health benefits and have access to the G.I. Bill. 
 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/21/08, LENGTH 2:35 MIN., LOCAL 
A company called Affordable Health Care Options direct sells these cards on the internet. So far, dozens of 
un-insured pregnant women have bought into the plan that authorities say is anything but a labor of love. For 
pregnant women with no health insurance, this website, maternitycard.com, seems to be the answer. 
The company, A.H.C.O, or affordable health care options, promises if your doctor or hospital takes the card 
you will 60- percent on your expenses. Desperate with an unplanned pregnancy Clovis native Ashley 
Donlinger paid 199 dollars for the card and agreed to make monthly payments. But when St. Agnes refused 
to take the card, and she couldn‟t cancel, Ashley believes the added pressure caused her to lose her baby.  
 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 4/23/08, LENGTH 1:52 MIN., LOCAL 
For Timothy O'Clair, life was spiraling out of control. Their only hope put timothy into foster care, where he'd 
qualify for full psychiatric treatment. But they'd have to hand over custody of their son to get it. But their 
health plan gave them only minimal coverage for timothy's mental illness. Most insurers, even Medicare, 
charge higher co-pays, reimburse at lower rates, and set strict limits on treatments for psychological 
disorders. As a ward of the state, timothy finally got the comprehensive care he needed. But it was too little, 
too late. Six weeks after he came back to his family, timothy took his own life. Since then, tom has fought for 
a law to ensure that insurance covers psychological disorders at the same level as physical ones. A national 
version of timothy's law passed the US Senate in September and a house vote is expected soon. 
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AM LIVE SATURDAY, 4/26/08, LENGTH :32 SEC., LOCAL 
The more money you have the lower your risk of suffering a stroke. Researchers  at  the university of 
Michigan  say  being  wealthy seems to protect  people  between the ages of 54 and 65 from  having  a 
stroke. The researchers say the wealthy had better access to medical care. And according to the research 
poorer people tended to have high blood pressure, smoked, were inactive, overweight, and had diabetes. 
however  from age  65 on, the risk of  having  a stroke  was  not significantly  different between  the wealthily 
and  non-wealthy. 
 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 4/29/08, LENGTH :29 SEC., LOCAL 
A new study found sending children to day-care at an early age could protect them against leukemia. The 
U.S. researchers said children have a 30-percent lower risk of developing the disease if they attend daycare 
or playgroups. The study did not identify how social contact may guard against leukemia. But the 
researchers say children exposed to infections early in life somehow gain protection against the rare 
disease. And the scientists say children who started daycare at the age of one or two seemed to have the 
most protection. 
 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 5/06/08, LENGTH :25 SEC., LOCAL 
Wal-Mart wants to help people with rising health care costs. It‟s expanding its program for low-priced 
medications.  Wal-Mart announced its discounted prescription drug program will offer 90-day prescriptions 
for 10-dollars on more than 350 generic medications. Wal-Mart is also lowering the price of more than one 
thousand over-the-counter medicines to four dollars or less.  The company is also adding several women's 
medications to its list of prescriptions for 9-dollars, including breast cancer drugs and hormones. 
 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 5/6/08, LENGTH 2:19 MIN., LOCAL 
Children‟s hospital canceled its contract with blue cross nine months ago and it is poor children who are 
being affected; those enrolled in Medi-Cal and Healthy Families. Today several parents with huge medical 
bills asked the board of supervisors for help. For many in this crowd of worried parents, this was the 14th 
public meeting they've participated in since last august, when children‟s hospital ended its contract with blue 
cross leaving them with few options for specialized care for their children. The hospital is still trying to 
negotiate a higher reimbursement rate with blue cross. They have made some progress. In January they 
agreed on an out-of-network plan that provides coverage to some patients, on a case-by-case basis. But 
many parents are frustrated that negotiations have taken so long many have had to travel long distances to 
find health care providers who accept the insurance. Hmong community activist Gia Xiong tells the story of 
one parent who rushed his daughter to children's emergency room after her appendix burst. The board of 
supervisions agreed to write a letter of support for a legislative hearing and will take up the matter again at 
their next meeting. By the way Blue Cross members can change their coverage to health-net, another plan 
available for Medi-Cal patients but some say the transition process can take weeks and delay care. 

 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 5/20/08, LENGTH 2:19 MIN. ,LOCAL 
A new state law requires children to have dental checkups in their first year of public school. And the 
deadline is fast approaching. Today, kids at one Fresno school were surprisingly "all smiles" as they received 
a free dental screening. Schools have sent out a form to parents for their Childs dentist to fill out but those 
who can't afford the dental visit, are exempt. One of the goals of this law is to identify problems with receiving 
dental care and use the information to seek more funding. 

 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 5/27/08, LENGTH :26 SEC., LOCAL 
A new report says the central valley is failing when it comes to health and health services. The "Central 
Valley Health Policy Institute" released its new "healthy people 20-10" report. It looked at the progress the 
valley has when it comes to key elements of healthy living including obesity, substance abuse, and 
environmental quality. The group says the valley has lost ground in 17 of 22 key areas, since 2005. Access 
to health care remains a big concern. 
 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 5/29/08, LENGTH 1:48 SEC., LOCAL 
35-thousand valley children have been looking out of town for specialized health care. They couldn't go to 
Children's Hospital Central California because the hospital canceled its contract with Blue Cross.  
But now the hospital doors are open to them once again. Fresno's poorest families are celebrating the new 
contract between Children's Hospital Central California and Blue Cross.  Reverend Sharon Stanley works 
with local refugees. She has been pushing the hospital and insurance company to reach an agreement since 
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last august. That's when Children's Hospital ended its contract with Blue Cross leaving children of low 
income families with few options for specialized care. Stanley says the parents who rely on Medi-Cal and 
healthy families programs have been going out of town when their children become very ill. Hospital 
spokesperson Micheline Golden said they had to rework a contract with the insurance company.  
The contract between children's hospital and blue cross expires in two years. Both sides hope the next round 
of negotiations won't leave poor children with no place for specialized care. 
 

 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 6/08/08, LENGTH :17 SEC., LOCAL 
A special health fair helped hundreds of valley people learn about the services they qualify for today.” Centro 
la Familia" advocacy services hosted the event at Fresno‟s Manchester Center. They say about 600-people 
attended. The purpose of the health fair is to increase health awareness and provide basic check-up services 
to the public. 
 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 6/12/08, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 
The valley has fewer primary care doctors and specialists than the rest of the state meaning patients are 
waiting longer to receive care. But by providing physician training here in Fresno... U.C.S.F. is hoping to 
grow our own doctors. After years of training doctor Shahrod Behnam is one of 63 doctors graduating from 
USCF Fresno medical education program. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 6/14/08, LENGTH :24 SEC., LOCAL 
There was a loud complaint today from a big group of healthcare workers in Fresno. The United Healthcare 
Workers held a rally at Blackbeard‟s to call attention to proposed budget cuts targeting their industry. 
Governor Schwarzenegger wants to cut home healthcare services by about ten percent. 
Home health care workers say that will force a lot of them to finds different jobs and it will force a lot of their 
clients into nursing homes. 

 
OPRAH 4/10/08, 4PM, 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
Beautiful Boy: A Father‟s Heartache – An Addict Son: It‟s a painful secret filled with guilt and despair that 
millions of families are too ashamed to talk openly about. Now a father comes forward to share the agony of 
loving a child on a path of self-destruction. Author David Sheff talked with Oprah about his son‟s drug 
addiction and how his child descended into a world of heroin, cocaine, and crystal meth as he vividly 
recounts in his book “Beautiful Boy.”  

 
OPRAH 4/15/08, 4PM, 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
Emergency House Call: Dr. Oz and A Family in Crisis: Dr. Oz makes an emergency house call to a family 
who is barely holding on. After having a nagging feeling something just wasn‟t adding up with a guest and 
her husband who were trying to quit smoking, he travels nearly 3,000 miles to knock on her door and get the 
real story for himself. 
 

OPRAH, 4/22/08, 4PM, 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
Oprah‟s Earth Day Event: We heard simple things your family can do to start saving the planet. Great tips to 
make easy changes that make a big difference. Find out what exactly “organic” means at the grocery store 
and how to shop for the best foods for your family‟s health. Save energy, minimize wastefulness and learn 
how to make your everyday choices more earth conscious. 

 
OPRAH, 4/29/08, 4PM, 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
 Dr. Oz and Dr. Harville Hendrix confront a couple on the edge: You saw Dr. Oz make an emergency house 
call to a couple in crises who was trying to quite smoking after years of addiction. After 18 hours of 
breakthroughs, breakdowns, and a shocking confession that even Dr. Oz didn‟t see coming, find out if they 
salvage their relationship. 
 

OPRAH 5/21/08, 4PM, 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
Dr. Oz Goes to Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder Camp: Ten million Americans are living with Obsessive-
Compulsive disorder. Those afflicted are held prisoners by their own thoughts and fears. Now, 6 people have 
72 hours to conquer their compulsive obsessions at OCD camp with Dr. Oz. A mom terrified of germs is 
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ready to face her fears. And a man who lost everything due to the disorder and cannot bear the thought of 
using a toilet is ready to tackle his anxiety. 

 
OPRAH 5/23/08, 4PM 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
Life-Saving Lessons From Families Like Yours: If you have ever driven after having one drink, stop and 
listen. What this family wants changed today to prevent this from happening to you. It is the wake-up call this 
country desperately needs. 
 

OPRAH 6/02/08, 4PM, 1 HOUR SYNDICATION 
The Woman Who Lost 539 Pounds: The most jaw-dropping weight loss stories we have ever heard. A guest 
who tipped the scales at 703 pounds revealed why she doesn‟t anymore. Whether you have 5, 50 or 100 
plus pounds to lose, this show got us started. We tuned in for our “hall of fame” weight loss stories that will 
get you motivated and off the coach.  

 
OPRAH 6/03/08, 4PM, 1 HOUR SYNDICATION 
Medical Miracles: A Dr. Oz Report: After sustaining a life-threatening spinal cord injury during a tackle, 
doctors said NFL football star Kevin Everett would never walk again. Now here for his television interview 
since his injury, we watched as Everett does what no one ever thought would be possible. Oprah also talked 
with NFL player Domenik Hixon who was involved in the play that injured Kevin. 
 

OPRAH 6/06/08, 4PM, 1 HOUR SYNDICATION 
Jenny McCarthy and Holly Robinson Peete- The Fight To Save Their Autistic Sons: What would you do if 
your child stopped speaking, wouldn‟t look you in the eye, and completely ignored the world around them? In 
their first television interviews discussing autism, actresses Jenny McCarthy and Holly Robinson Peete share 
their fight to save their sons. We found out what to do when autism strikes. 

 
OPRAH 6/10/08, 4PM, 1 HOUR SYNDICATION 
Dr. Oz: A Special Report on Death: Dr. Oz with a special report on a subject nobody really wants to think 
about, but that affects each and every one of us. Guests who are facing death share candid confessions and 
what it really means to live. Kris Carr, who tells about her battle with terminal illness in the documentary 
“Crazy, Sexy, Cancer,” reveals how she lives life to the fullest. Also Dr. Randy Pausch, a popular college 
professor with pancreatic cancer, reprises his farewell lecture. 

 
PSA      LENGTH  APRX. AIRINGS 
EXCEPTIONAL PARENTS UNLIMITED  :30   27 
UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY   :30   209 
HEALTHY BABIES    :30   100 
OPRAH‟S BIG GIVE: FRESNO FIRE 
DEPT: SMOKE DETECTORS   :30   150 
 

 

EDUCATIONAL ISSUES  
 

 
CHILDREN FIRST: LIVING WITH AUTISM 
Sunday, April 6

th
 6:30PM, :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 

Saturday, April 26
th

, 4:30PM, :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 
Hosted by Action News Anchors Warren Armstrong and Nancy Osborne, this Children First Special focuses 
on autism. The disorder, which has no cure or cause, is changing the lives of families at critical rates. 
Professionals tell us that early intervention is crucial. According to the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, one in every 150 children diagnosed with autism. The disorder impacts communication, social 
skills and behavior. Autism is characterized as a spectrum disorder, meaning the degrees of it vary from mild 
to severe. For some families living with an autistic child, the first hurdle is the diagnosis itself, followed by 
behavior that‟s difficult to control. We looked at treatment programs for children, including the Central 
California Autism Center in Fresno State. Hundred of students with autism are enrolled in Fresno County 
Schools. We talked about the challenges faced by parents, students and teachers. And, as kids with autism 
get older, parents worry about their future. One local organization, Families of Effective Autism Treatment, is 
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helping others learn more about the disorder. We also visited with students at United Cerebral Palsy of 
Central California. Learn how he channels his energy through visual and performing arts. 

 
ABC30 LIVE SPECIAL: CELEBRATING THE FRESNO STATE BULLDOGS  
FROM BEIDEN FIELD 
Thursday, June 26, 2008, 1 Hour, Local 
This was a live report on the Fresno State Bulldogs NCAA Champions rally from Beiden Field.  We heard 
from Mayor Alan Autry and a letter from Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger who congratulated the Bulldogs 
national win. We also heard from various team members and the President of the University. 

 

CONNECT WITH KIDS: WARNING SIGNS 
Saturday, April 26

th
 at 4PM, :30 MINUTES, SYNDICATION. 

The Emmy Award-winning "Connect with Kids" series features real kids, true stories, experts and educators 
a way to help parents and kids start a conversation about tough topics kids face every day. Experts say that 
parents, teachers and even friends need to understand that poor choices or bad behavior just might be a 
child's way of saying "I need help." What are the warning signs? How can parents help and how can kids 
help each other?  
 Watch Warning Signs and hear these real stories from parents and kids, along with expert advice:    

 Bianca and Naomi Mendez, ages five and four respectively, started throwing temper tantrums and 
misbehaving. It wasn't until a counselor in a unique intervention program at the girls' school in 
Bergen County, New Jersey stepped in that their problems were identified and addressed.  

 Kyle Copija was 16 when he tragically took his own life. Were there warning signs?  Looking back, 
his mother Karen DeLany says there were signs along the way, but she missed them.  

 Sixteen-year-old K.C. Holt had been picked on and teased since she was seven. She felt sad, angry 
and depressed, until a new program at her high school in Round Rock, Texas created a student 
mentor and support group to give students, like her, a helping hand and a new outlook. 

 
VALLEY FOCUS, 4/06/08, 4:30PM, LENGTH :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 
Segment #1: United Cerebral Palsy of Central California: UCP Programs and Pathways: We were joined by 
Jacqueline Yates, Board President, UCP Central California and Clyde Forde, VP and Incoming President, 
UCP here to talk about their organizations programs. Some central valley adults with mental and physical 
disabilities are taking their life lessons and passing them on to children who face similar challenges. They 
offer a “Community College” setting for individuals with development disabilities with four distinct educational 
components. Students learn Life Skills, Visual Arts, Performing Arts, and Technology. The curriculum has 
been written and honed by staff with the direct input from our student body. This combined teamwork allows 
changes to continually offer CHOICE and FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION through the Arts and Technology.  
Segment #2: United Cerebral Palsy of Central California: Pathways Foundation Information: We were joined 
by Melisha Ford, Executive Director, Pathways: A Foundation of UCP and Karen Long, Board Chair, 
Pathways Foundation: In fulfilling its mission, Pathways will foster mutual respect, service, philanthropy and 
stewardship in our community. Philanthropy is truly an American tradition and so is effective estate planning. 
Every year millions of Americans help strengthen non–profit organizations through charitable gifts and meet 
their own estate planning objectives. Through planned giving it is often possible to serve individual needs 
while at the same time helping others. There is great flexibility in designing planned gifts, from bequests that 
reduce estate taxes, to funds and trusts that preserve income for college or retirement. Many donors have 
found that deferred gifts to a charity such as United Cerebral Palsy of Central California will provide valuable 
current tax benefits while at the same time maximizing the estate assets passed onto their heirs. As you 
review your estate planning needs, we hope you will consider making a gift to Pathways: A Foundation for 
United Cerebral Palsy of Central California. There are a variety of ways to make a significant difference in 
the lives of children and adults with disabilities.  
Segment #3: FEAT-FMC/Fresno Madera County Families for Effective Autism Treatment: We were joined by 
Paul Lambert, Board Member, FEAT-FMC to talk about Autism. April is National Autism month and one 
place you can find information relating to this topic is the Fresno Madera County Families for Effective 
Autism Treatment. FEAT-FMC is a non-profit organization of parents, educators, and other professionals 
dedicated to providing world-class Education, Advocacy and Support for the Central California Autism 
Community. They provide information to parents of children diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorders 
including Autism, Pervasive Developmental 
Disorder (PDD), and Aspergers Syndrome, and to professionals about FEAT-FMC, its goals, organization, 
and how FEAT-FMC can help families, as well as to provide information about other available resources. 
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Segment #4: Exceptional Parents Unlimited: Autism Awareness Month/Programs: We were joined by Kelly 
Cahill, Speech/Language Pathologist & Coordinator of Special Services here to talk their programs and new 
Autism Grant called “First Step.” The Assessment Center for Children at Exceptional Parents Unlimited 
(EPU) assesses children whose parents/caregivers have multiple concerns about their child's learning, 
development, and/or behavior. The center is staffed by medical, mental health, and other professionals from 
several different agencies. Staff from these agencies is located at EPU and can offer Fresno County 
children, birth through 5 years of age, and their families, more comprehensive assessment services in one 
location. On June 30th over 650 community members gathered for the 17th annual Fiesta to benefit our 
programs and services for children and families with special needs. Our new location of Woodward Park and 
new date in June provided a renewed spirit of enthusiasm for all who participated. Thank you to the 150+ 
community volunteers who helped make this event a success! We‟re grateful for the high quality items we 
received for our live and silent auctions and for the horsd‟oeuvres, beverages and other items provided by 
our Fiesta Activities & Volunteer Support sponsors. 
 

VALLEY FOCUS, 4/13/08, 4:30PM, LENGTH :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 
Segment #1: Fresno County Fire Protection District: CAL FIRE: ABC30 The Big Give-Early Detection 
Program: We were joined by Keith Larkin, Fire Chief, Fresno County Fire Protection District here to talk 
about their event.  The Early Detection Program originated in March 2007 after the tragic deaths of two 
children in an early morning house fire.  The home was not equipped with smoke detectors, allowing the fire 
to burn unnoticed for several minutes.  The intent of this program is to provide a free smoke detector and 
installation for the homeowner.  Firefighters will be going house-to-house providing safety information, 
education on maintenance and proper placement, as well as installing a working smoke detector in homes 
that do not have one.  To date, firefighters have visited the communities of Calwa, Malaga, Friant, Del Rey, 
Caruthers, and Parlier, installing over 1,000 smoke detectors and knocking on over 2,300 doors.  On April 
19, 2008, firefighters will be conducting the largest fire safety outreach yet.  Four communities, 5,077 homes, 
and hundreds of volunteers will go door-to-door checking and installing free smoke detectors in the 
communities of Parlier, Tranquility, Easton, and Huron.  This one-day event will unite firefighters, a surviving 
mother, and community volunteers working towards a safer Fresno County.   
Segment #2: Fresno County Fire Protection District: ABC30‟s The Big Give-Early Detection Program. We 
were joined by Mike Bowman, Fire Captain, Public Information Officer and Sylvia Escalanta, Fire Safety 
Advocate, Early Detection Program along with the Mother of Anne Nicole & Ruvi Escalante of Calwa to talk 
about this event. The popularity of Oprah‟s BIG GIVE television show on ABC-30 is huge … and now, the 
opportunity to help people right here in Fresno County has arrived!Oprah challenged ABC-30 … what would 
they do with $10,000?  ABC-30 answered the challenge with a plan that could include everyone in Central 
California and have a real impact on saving lives right here at home. ABC-30 donated the $10,000 to the 
Fresno County Fire Protection District„s Early Detection Program a mission that rose from the ashes of a 
tragedy in February of 2007, when fire took the lives of two little girls in Calwa.  Their home, like so many in 
Fresno County, was not equipped with a smoke alarm.  The girls' mother, Sylvia Escalante, joined forces 
with Fresno County Firefighters and began a door-to-door campaign to install free smoke detectors in low-
income neighborhoods. Now, with ABC-30‟s $10,000 check and a generous discount on the price of each 
smoke detector from KIDDE, one of the largest smoke detector manufacturers in the world, the final push to 
install a smoke detector in 9,000 Fresno County homes is on … but we need YOUR help! 
On April 19, 2008, the day before Oprah‟s BIG GIVE Finale, the Fresno County Fire Protection District will 
set out in four Fresno County communities Huron, Parlier, Easton, and Tranquility to go door-to-door and 
install smoke detectors in 5,077 homes that have none.  Fresno County Firefighters will need volunteers to 
help with this ambitious task and more money to reach the $45,000 needed to purchase the remaining 
smoke detectors.  
 

VALLEY FOCUS, 4/13/08, LENGTH :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 
Segment #3: American Cancer Society: Relay for Life: We were joined by Tom Denyko, A Chair Member, 
Lemoore Relay for Life and Sharon Smyth, Lemoore Relay for Life Co-Chair to talk about their organization. 
Each year, across the nation, one event brings together entire communities to take part in the fight against 
cancer. That event is the American Cancer Society Relay For Life

®
. It‟s a time and place where people come 

to celebrate those who have survived cancer, remember those we‟ve lost, and fight back against a disease 
that touches too many lives. Won‟t you join us this year and be a part of Relay? It‟s not just an opportunity to 
celebrate, remember, and fight back your involvement will help the American Cancer Society work toward a 
mission of eliminating cancer as major health issue and will support much-needed services in your 
community. Thanks in part to the donations from Relay for Life and other events, the Society is saving lives, 
helping those touched by cancer, and empowering people to fight this disease all over the world. Fight back 
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through research! This year only, our Relay event will offer the unique opportunity to participate first-hand in 
a landmark new study, the Cancer Prevention Study-3 (CPS-3).The American Cancer Society will be 
enrolling people into CPS-3, a long-term study that will help researchers better identify the lifestyle, 
environmental, and genetic factors that cause or prevent cancer. Please spread the word and visit the 
Cancer Prevention Study-3 website. 

 
VALLEY FOCUS, 4/13/08, LENGTH :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 
Segment #4: The Friends of the Fresno County Library: William Saroyan Centennial, A Screening of “The 
Human Comedy.” We were joined by Lydia Kuhn and Roberta Barton, PIO, Fresno County Public Library to 
talk about the Mickey Rooney event. The friends of the Fresno Library will celebrate the William Saroyan 
Centennial with a special viewing of “The Human Comedy” and veteran actor Mickey Rooney will be their 
honored guest. They will present a screening of “The Human Comedy” on April 25

th
 at the Tower Theater 

along with an appearance of the guest star, Mickey Rooney. 
 

VALLEY FOCUS, 4/20/08, LENGTH :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 
Segment #1: CSU Summer Arts – California State University – Student Signups: We were joined by Jackie 
Doumanian, Community Relations Specialist, CSU Summer Arts and Christopher St. James, Guest Artist, 
Gospel Class here to talk about another summer of incredible workshops and performances. CSU Summer 
Arts began in 1986 as a dance program housed on the campus of CSU Long Beach. The program moved to 
Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, then Humboldt State, then CSU Long Beach again, and most recently, CSU 
Fresno, where we have spent the past eight years. CSU continues to create a multidisciplinary and 
interactive environment, breaking down barriers and breaking new ground every day. To foster this 
environment, we encourage participants to live on campus and take advantage of the spontaneous 
interaction that occurs when you house hundreds of students and artists together in an intensive artistic 
environment. Summer Arts offers two-week long workshops in theatre, dance, music, visual arts, creative 
writing, new media, and arts education. All workshops carry three units of transferable undergraduate or 
graduate university credit. Summer Arts workshops are very intense, usually running 12-14 hours each day, 
including weekends. This structure provides a unique environment for working intimately with some of the 
best artists and master teachers in the world today. 

 
VALLEY FOCUS, 4/20/08, LENGTH :30 MINUTES LOCAL 
Segment #2: Marjaree Mason Center: FACT- Fresno Area Construction Team: Hardhats & Hearts 
Fundraiser: We were joined by Pamela Kallsen, Executive Director, Marjaree Mason Center: The Fresno 
Area Construction Team and the Marjaree Mason Center would like to promote your business with a great 
marketing opportunity through a sponsorship or action item. Thanks to you and the generosity of Valley 
businesses and friends we are planning our fourth annual Hardhats & Hearts even on Thursday, April 24

th
 to 

benefit the Marjaree Mason Center-working to eliminate domestic violence. This will be memorable evening 
that will include fine foods hosted bar, great entertainment, silent and live action. The Marjaree Mason 
Center houses 45,000 nights each year at their emergency shelter for woman and children of domestic 
violence. 
Segment #3: Encourage Tomorrow: Annual Awards Banquet: We were joined by Regina Uribes, Board of 
Directors to talk about their program: Encourage Tomorrow‟s programs which began in 1994 as a 
partnership between the California Department of Education and the League of Mexican American Women. 
Ten students were selected as a pilot project to field test curriculum entitled “Mariposa” that targeted 
Hispanic female students from a housing project who were marginal and on the verge of dropping out of the 
school system. The curriculum addressed various issues faced by Latinas today. The impact of this project 
was significant to the students. During the next few years, other programs were added to address the needs 
of other students. In 1997 the funding ended with the California Department of Education and Suzanne 
Moreno founded Encourage Tomorrow to continue and expand these highly successful programs. We have 
expanded our services to include tutoring programs. Encourage Tomorrow now serves students from 
Sacramento to San Diego. We offer various lunch time and after school programs at a school site or 
community site. We develop programs to address the needs of the specific site. We also provide tutoring 
services in the home, school or other community site. We provide mentoring programs and training for 
students and their mentors on a variety of topics including: Role modeling & mentoring, communication, 
cultural awareness, interpersonal skills, conflict resolution, values, setting goals & planning, problem solving 
and career development. We provide various programs for elementary school children including literacy, 
math and science programs theatre-based literacy, culture and career awareness. We offer  
Segment #4: Valley Teen Ranch: Sharing Banquet-Making A Brighter Future for our kids: We were joined by 
Connie Clendenan, Chief Executive Officer to talk about their organization. Valley Teen Ranch was 

http://www.cancer.org/cps3
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incorporated in 1983. We purchased our 80 acre ranch in 1985 and opened our first of three residential 
group homes in 1987.  We are a replica of a successful program in Michigan called Teen Ranch, founded by 
Ray Clendenan in 1964.   Teen Ranch and Valley Teen Ranch were birthed out of the Youth Guidance 
Division of Youth for Christ. Valley Teen Ranch is licensed by the California Department of Social Services 
as a Residential Treatment Group Home, Therapeutic Foster Family Agency and Adoption Agency.  We also 
operate a Transitional Living Home and a Bonding Home. 
We care for and provide therapeutic, residential services for vulnerable children and youth from infant to 18 
years of age.  Our motto is “Building Young Lives.” Valley Teen Ranch will be having a “Sharing Banquet” on 
Thursday, May 8

th
 from 6-9PM at Grand Occasion. Featured guest speakers will be Carissa Phelps, former 

County Foster Child and Valley Teen Ranch alumni. 
 

VALLEY FOCUS, 5/11/08, 9:30AM, LENGTH :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 
Segment #1: City of Fresno Fire Department: Water Safety: We were joined by Chuck Leach, City of Fresno 
Fire Dept./Urban Search and Rescue Team and Ken Shockley, Public Information Officer here to talk about 
Water Safety. They gave us FFD Home Pool Safety Tips: Learn to Swim, Never leave a child unobserved 
around water, if a child is missing, check the pool first, learn CPR and insist those around you who care for 
your child learn as well. Post CPR instructions and 911 in the pool area. Enclose the pool completely with 
self-locking, self-closing fence and gate with vertical bars, never leave furniture by the fence that would 
enable a child to climb over the fence, always keep lifesaving equipment by the pool and keep toys away 
from the pool when not in use. Pool covers should always be completely removed prior to pool use. 
Segment #2: City of Fresno Parks, Recreation & Community Service: Water Safety. We were joined by Mary 
Jane Fitzpatrick, Recreation Manager to talk about Water Safety. The City of Fresno offers some great 
aquatic classes including swimming lessons, swim scholarships and general safety and much more.  

 
VALLEY FOCUS, 5/11/08, 9;30AM, LENGTH :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 
Segment #3: United Cerebral Palsy of Central California: aired package form ABC30 Children First: Living 
with Autism. ABC30, our Children First partners, Gottschalk‟s, Children‟s Hospital Central California, The 
Fresno County Office of Education produced and aired a one half hour show titled “Children First: Living With 
Autism.”  There were a variety of stories about autism and local programs, but one story told about how a lot 
of families feel there aren‟t many places in the valley geared towards autistic Adults. One segment 
highlighted a young man and just how busy his day is at United Cerebral Palsy of Central California and how 
he has found acceptance through the arts. Jason‟s natural gifts include a photographic memory. He writes 
notes by hand, though he has very little musical training. Jason‟s instructors believe he has written an 
original tune called the Peek-a-boo song. 

 
VALLEY FOCUS, 5/18/08, 9:30AM, LENGTH :30 MINUTES., LOCAL 
Segment #3: Legion of Valor: Heroes of the Valley. We were joined by Michael D. Fitzgerald and Mike 
Harris, Brothers of the Badge to talk about their event. On Memorial day the Legion of Valor is having a 
fundraising show “Heroes of the Valley: Footsteps of our Fathers” at the Memorial Museum along with a 
BBQ, Gift Shop and Raffle to  raised awareness of the museum to the Fresno community, and we raised 
much-needed money for the museum. 
 

VALLEY FOCUS, 5/18/08, 9:30AM, LENGTH :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 
Segment #4: Connect With Kids: 
STD Rates: 1:35 minutes: The numbers are staggering. 3.2 million teenage girls in America have a sexually 
transmitted disease. Why are so many young girls infected and what can parents to  
Driving Will Talking: 1:35 minutes: Several studies have shown that it‟s dangerous to talk on a cell phone 
while driving. But is the solution, as some states have mandated, hands free cell phones? Maybe not. New 
research suggests that even with both hands on the wheel, drivers on cell phones are a lot like drunk drivers. 
Experts say parents need to set an example and just as kids need endless reminders to wear a seatbelt, 
they need to hear over and over again that driving and cell phones don‟t mix. 
 

VALLEY FOCUS, 6/01/08, 9:30AM, LENGTH :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 
Segment #1: Fresno Historical Society: Home Tour: We were joined by Jill Moffat, Executive Director, Fresno 
Historical Society and Bob Boro, Historical Society Member & Volunteer to talk about their organization.  For 
the past 28 years the Fresno Historical Society has sponsored this annual tour of historic homes in the 
Valley, celebrating residential architecture, landscape and the life styles associated with them. Each year the 
tour inspires us to value our built heritage, to participate in preserving it, and to take part in the dialogue 
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regarding the development of neighborhoods. We hope this year‟s tour will inspire you. You‟ll walk down 
streets of the Old Fig Garden neighborhood, and have the opportunity to step into five homes in that 
neighborhood. You will have the opportunity to sit in on a talk that explores the history of the area, the 
architecture of the neighborhood, and details regarding each of the homes on the tour. A special evening 
event will also be held, staged in the garden of one of the homes that includes a light supper and nighttime 
tour of all the residences. Home tours of this sort have been part of the preservation movement for decades. 
In fact, it was a home and the desire to save it that brought many of the nation‟s women together in the 
1860s, and gave birth to the preservation movement. That home was George Washington‟s Mount Vernon.  
Segment #2:  Leadership Fresno: Transit Awareness & Bus Stop Beautification Project. We were joined by 
Mark Cullers, Class President, Leadership Fresno and Brenda Lauchner, Project Chair here to talk about the 
organization. Leadership Fresno is unlike any other leadership program in the Central Valley.  The program 
begins in August with a two-day retreat and concludes with graduation in June.  Participants meet in day-
long seminars one weekday per month and participate in a class project.  The sessions include tours 
throughout the county and discussions with key speakers on a variety of current topics. Goals of Leadership 
Fresno; To identify current leaders from all areas of the community for leadership roles throughout the 
greater Fresno area; to provide a broad overview of the issues, challenges and opportunities facing our city, 
county and the greater community; To promote access to and dialogue with community leaders and to 
stimulate increased participation and commitment in the community. This year Leadership Fresno has 
partnered with FAX and CART to create 7 different lean rail bus stops displaying artistic depictions of Fresno. 
They unveiled their first one on May 9

th
 and hope this project will bring increased awareness to our public 

transportation system.  
Segment #3: Fresno Art Museum: Men Who Cook: We were joined by Eva Torres, Interim Director and 
Robert Fishman, Men Who Cook to talk about their upcoming event. The Fresno Art Museum will fire up the 
grill for the 11

th
 annual Art Smart event. During the event guests will taste over 60 dishes, groove to live 

music, and participate in a fantastic silent auction. Men Who Cook will raise money for the Fresno Art 
Museum‟s Art Smart program, which enable valley students the opportunity to learn about art and culture. 
The Funds raised at the Men Who Cook event, will enable libraries to become centers for engaging people of 
all ages in art and cultural experiences. 
Segment #4: Connect With Kids: 
Lying 1:34 Minutes: Syndication: A Survey by Penn State finds that 98 percent of teens say lying is morally 
wrong. But in the very same survey, 98 percent say they‟ve lied to their parents. Why do the same kids, who 
know lying is wrong, do it anyway?  
Internet Video Bullying: 1:25 Min., Syndication Here‟s a recipe for childhood trouble, start with an impulsive 
teenage brain, add in a little peer pressure, a video camera and the internet and the result is violent assaults, 
dangerous crashes, and outrageous stunts. 
Risks of Smoking: 1:32 Min, Syndication: Some teenagers think the only harm in smoking cigarettes is lung 
cancer. But new research shows smoking may cause irreversible changes to the brain and studies on rats; 
nicotine exposure changes brain receptors, increasing the desire for other addictive drugs. 

 
VALLEY FOCUS, 6/15/08, 9:30AM, LENGTH :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 
Segment #1: CSU Summer Arts: Summer Performance schedule. We were joined by Jim Spaulding, 
Director, CSU Summer Arts and Jackie Doumanian, Community Relations Specialists to talk about their 
event. CSU Summer Arts began in 1986 as a dance program housed on the campus of CSU Long Beach. 
The program moved to Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, then Humboldt State, then CSU Long Beach again, and 
most recently, CSU Fresno, where we have spent the past eight years. We continue to create a 
multidisciplinary and interactive environment, breaking down barriers and breaking new ground every day. 
To foster this environment, we encourage participants to live on campus and take advantage of the 
spontaneous interaction that occurs when you house hundreds of students and artists together in an 
intensive artistic environment. 
Segment #2: CSU Summer Arts: Summer Performance schedule: We were joined by Dr. Ben Boone, Music 
Professor, CSUF, Coord, Music Composition and Jackie Doumanian, Community Relations Specialist: CSU 
Summers Arts is open for enrollment students who will take classes from some of the industries. The great 
news for the public is that many of these will end up in a performance setting and you‟re invited. Students 
can learn everything from screenwriting to theatre including the Stephhenwolf School of Summer Arts and 

the Second City at Summer Arts. 
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 6/15/08, 9:30AM, LENGTH :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 
Segment #3:  Exceptional Parents Unlimited: Fiesta in the Park. We were joined by Marion Karian, Executive 
Director here to talk about their organizations fund raiser. Exceptional Parents Unlimited has celebrated over 
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50 years of serving parents of children with disabilities, in fact, their idea is to give parents the tools they 
need for their children to lead a healthy life. EPU's mission is to strengthen and empower children and 
families facing extraordinary medical, developmental, and parenting challenges. They will be having an event 
“Fiesta in the Park” at Woodward Park and money raised for the dinner and auction will go the EPU. 
Segment #4: Project Jambo: Benefit-Education of Kenya Children. We were joined by Ron Prestridge, 
Volunteer here to talk about their project “A Little Bit of Africa in Fresno.” Project “Jambo” is a night of food, 
fun and education to help raise money to educated children in Kenya. Education in Kenya is free only at the 
primary level. With the average income of a rural Kenyan family being a dollar a day, many of these children 
especially the girls need financial help.  One June 20

th
, you can have the opportunity to extend your helping 

hand to these young children of Project Jambo. Learn how you can help these children on a multiple of levels 

and ensure they receive a quality education. 
 

VALLEY FOCUS, 6/22/08, 9:30AM, LENGTH :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 
Segment #1: Children First: One Call for Kids: EPU Assessment Center-One Call for Kids: We were joined 
by Karen Ray R.N. Supervisor, One Call for Kids. The Assessment Center for Children at Exceptional 
Parents Unlimited (EPU) assesses children whose parents/caregivers have multiple concerns about their 
child's learning, development, and/or behavior. The center is staffed by medical, mental health, and other 
professionals from several different agencies. Staff from these agencies is located at EPU and can offer 
Fresno County children, birth through 5 years of age, and their families, more comprehensive assessment 
services in one location. 
Segment #2: Exceptional Parents Unlimited: Autism Programs: We were joined by Kelly Cahill, 
Speech/Language Pathologist & Coordinator, Specialty Services. AAP Urges Early Autism Screening. The 
American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) is urging early screening for autism spectrum disorders (ASD) for all 
children. You can view their reports: “Identification and Evaluation of Children With Autism Spectrum 
Disorders” and “Management of Children With Autism Spectrum Disorders.” Our organization aims to 
educate parents, healthcare providers, early childhood educators, and other professionals in order to ensure 
the best developmental outcome for every child. Our goals are to improve screening and referral practices 
and to lower the age at which young children are identified with autism and other developmental disorders. 
Segment #3 & #4: First 5 Fresno County: Strong Communities Begin With Families: We were joined by 
Kendra Rogers, Deputy Director, First 5 Fresno County to talk about their organization: First 5 Fresno 
County will be a catalyst for creating an accessible and effective network of quality services for young 
children (0-5 years) and their families. ABC30 is also partnering with First 5 Fresno County. Their mission is 
to improve the lives of children ages zero through five in Fresno County.  

 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 4/19/08, LENGTH :26 SEC., LOCAL 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/19/08, LENGTH :26 SEC., LOCAL 
Some kids got an education in responsibility and fun at the same time at the Chaffee Zoo today. The bobcats 
and beavers had a message at the zoo to celebrate earth day. Kids learned about how they can affect the 
environment by using water smarter. they also  found out  that if  they recycle  plastic, seagulls  probably 
won't end up  with  the  plastic  for a six-pack stuck on their necks. 
 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/20/08, LENGTH :24 SEC., LOCAL 
A group of Fresno state students is heading to Sacramento today to speak out about the proposed state 
budget cuts. The group left the university about and hour ago. They‟ll be joining students from across the 
state who will march at the State Capitol and in Los Angeles today. The governor has proposed a 5 billion 
dollar cut to education. Fresno state could see a 24-million dollar cut in its operating budget. 
 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/21/08, LEGNTH :25 SEC., LOCAL 
Students from all over the state are gathered in Sacramento to protest proposed cuts to education and 
increases in tuition. A group from Fresno state is among those protesting. About two dozen students boarded 
a charter bus at five this morning. They‟ll join busloads of students from other cal state campuses, 
community colleges, and UCS at the state capital where they'll march against governor Schwarzenegger‟s 
proposed 5-point-3-billion-dollars in cuts to education and a 10-percent increase in tuition. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 4/21/08, LENGTH :31 SEC., LOCAL 
College students took their fight against Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger‟s education funding plan to 
Sacramento. Thousands of community college students, along with students from the university of California 
and California State University systems marched to the state capitol this morning the governor is proposing 

http://www.aap.org/pressroom/AutismID.pdf
http://www.aap.org/pressroom/AutismID.pdf
http://www.aap.org/pressroom/AutismMgmt.pdf
http://www.firstsigns.org/screening/guidelines.htm
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cutting five point three billion dollars from education funds and increasing higher education tuition by ten 
percent. A busload of Fresno state students left at five this morning to join today's protest. 
 

 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/22/08, LENGTH :39 SEC., LOCAL 
About a thousand students marched at the state capitol to protest proposed budget cuts to educational. 
Governor John Garamendi joined the protestors in Sacramento and they're angry the governor wants to cut 
at least one billion dollars from the colleges funded by the state. The students say it will mean higher fees, 
fewer courses and more overcrowded classes. They also say less money will mean fewer people being able 
to get into college and get that all important diploma which will allow people to be better able to take care of 
themselves and their families.  

 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/23/08, LENGTH :34 SEC., LOCAL 
There will soon be help for victims of domestic violence in the Hmong community. Valley women's advocates 
say often times cultural differences keep Hmong women from seeking help. They say Hmong women are 
less likely to call police, and instead rely on Hmong elders to help with domestic problems. The Marjaree 
mason center is now offering a support group specifically for Hmong victims of domestic violence. The 
Hmong "S.A.F.E. Group" will provide domestic violence education as well as a supportive forum for victims to 
discuss any problems they have.  The group will be held bilingually, in Hmong and English. Their first 
meeting is tonight. 

 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 4/23/08, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 
A statewide bus tour meant to draw attention to school budget cuts, made two stops in the valley today. The 
California teacher's association "cuts hurt" bus rolled up to Addams elementary in west central Fresno the 
group is protesting nearly five-billion dollars in proposed education funding cuts. They say 18-thousand 
educators and support staff would lose their jobs under the proposal. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 4/23/08, LENGTH :28 SEC., LOCAL 
Some of the valley's community colleges are trying to make sure high school students know that they can 
afford college. Fresno City College and Reedley College were among the schools that took part in an 
enrollment and financial aid information fair today at Sunnyside High School. It gave students a chance to 
ask questions about specific programs and financial aid opportunities they otherwise might not have known 
about.  Some of them say it's the only way they'll be able to pay for a college education. 

 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/25/08, LENGTH :28 SEC., LOCAL 
Students from Fresno State are joining students from other universities in calling the governor to let him 
know they aren't happy with proposed education cuts. Yesterday, students and faculty at Cal-Bakersfield 
dialed up the governor. People, who were too shy for the phone, were able to fax their protest. The governor 
wants to cut 386-million dollars from the CSU system which would likely lead to higher tuition and fewer 
classes. 
 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE 4/25/08, LENGTH :33 SEC., LOCAL 
The bigotry facing homosexual and transgender students is being brought to attention today. Thousands of 
schools across the country will recognize the national day of silence. This year's event will be held in memory 
of Lawrence King, a Ventura 8th-grader who was shot and killed in February by a classmate because of his 
sexual orientation and gender expression. The day of silence is sponsored by the Gay, Lesbian and Straight 
Education Network. However, the Christian group, "The American Family Association" is encouraging 
parents to keep their children home today if their school is recognizing the national day of silence. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM. 4/25/08, LENGTH 2:16 MIN., LOCAL 
A new proposed state law would require all California ninth graders to pass several fitness tests. Action 
News Capitol reporter looks at the proposal, and what would happen to kids who don't meet the challenge. 
For years, California ninth graders have had to prove their fitness but they never really faced any 
consequences for failing to meet the minimum state standards. Brian Prahl physical education teacher: 
"there have really been no teeth behind the tests. The kids took it and assessed their own fitness level. Now 
that this senate bill has passed, it holds kids accountable for 5 of the 6 tests.”  
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ACTION NEWS 6PM, 4/25/08, LENGTH :17 SEC.,LOCAL 
Clovis Unified gave some very special students a chance today, to "Go for the Gold". Kids from the district's 
special education program took part in the district's mini-Olympics this morning. It's a chance for special 
needs children to improve their coordination while competing in relay races, t-ball, and a variety of other 
events. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 4/28/08, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 
From those meetings came a master plan, a detailed vision of how the university will grow and change in the 
next 20 years.-being able to facilitate students' needs and education remodeling new facilities, tearing down 
some of the older structures, making campus the campus greener and functional are the main goals. One 
megawatt parking lot already installed that provides 20-percent of the campus's electrical load. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 5/13/08, LENGTH 2:12 MIN., LOCAL 
It‟s been seven years since Fresno voters approved "Measure K". The 199-million dollar bond has already 
paid for four new schools and five- hundred school improvement projects. The campus currently undergoing 
some major renovations and how those improvements could keep some students from leaving the district. 
The district's goal is to complete one-thousand improvement and contraction projects with Measure K and 
state funding. By the end of the 10-year program, improvements at Bullard High should be complete in 2 and 
half years. 
 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 5/14/08, LENGTH :30 SEC., LOCAL 
Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger will unveil his state budget plan later today and he may have a solution to 
get the state out of the red. Administration officials say the governor will propose borrowing against future 
state lottery revenue to help narrow the 15-point-2 billion-dollar budget deficit in the next fiscal year. 
Schwarzenegger will also back away from suspending the state's minimum school funding guarantee. 
Instead, he will boost education funding by about 1-point-8 billion. Schools still would lose about 4-billion-
dollar in anticipated revenue because Schwarzenegger‟s plan would not include cost-of-living increases. 
 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 5/14/08, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 
A new study claims the more education you have the longer you'll live. The centers for disease control finds 
death rates declined for college graduates between the ages of twenty- five and sixty- four. But it increased 
for those in the same age group who did not finish high school. Researchers believe education spawns 
healthier lifestyles and better access to healthcare. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 5/17/08, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 
An annual Special Education Frisbee tournament helped raise the spirits of some kids yesterday. All 175 
Special Ed students who took part in the annual Frisbee golf tournament yesterday got awards. The kids 
came from the Clovis Unified District. And as you can see by the big smiles, everyone had a great time. 
 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 5/20/08, LENGTH :26 SEC., LOCAL 
Not many people are betting on governor Schwarzenegger‟s plan to use the lottery to help the budget. Last 
week, the governor unveiled his revised budget proposal which partially relies on borrowing against future 
lottery sales to help balance the state budget and avoid deep cuts to education. He thinks the state can get 
at least 15-billion dollars over three Years but the non-partisan legislative analyst says the revenue projection 
was "too rosy" and could ultimately short education. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6:3PM, 5/20/08, LENGTH 2:19 SEC., LOCAL 
A new state law requires children to have dental checkups in their first year of public school and the deadline 
is fast approaching. Today, kids at one Fresno school were surprisingly "all smiles" as they received a free 
dental screening. Schools have sent out a form to parents for their Childs dentist to fill out but those who 
can't afford the dental visit, are exempt. One of the goals of this law is to identify problems with receiving 
dental care and use the information to seek more funding. 
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ACTION NEWS 6PM, 5/21/08, LENGTH :57 SEC., LOCAL 
The latest results show most valley schools continue to struggle on state tests. The state department of 
education released new rankings today based on academic performance index or "API" scores. Those 
scores are based on state tests that students took last spring, including the California standards tests and 
the high school exit exam.  81 percent of Fresno Unified Schools ranked in the bottom half statewide. The 
number is nearly 70 percent for all Central Valley schools. That includes 86 percent of the schools in Madera 
unified and 73 percent of the schools in both Visalia Unified and Central Unified. Just 5 percent of Clovis 
unified schools ranked in the bottom half and 17 valley schools ranked in the state's top 10 percent, including 
13 in Clovis Unified. There's a second set of rankings that compares schools that have similar demographics, 
such as poverty or the number of students learning English. To check out your school or school district's API 
scores, you can find a link to the state department of education website at abc30.com.   
 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 5/22/08, LENGTH :16 SEC., LOCAL 
The Senate is scheduled to vote today on two separate war funding bills; one for Iraq and one for 
Afghanistan. Domestic measures are also on the bills. President Bush wants a war funding measure with no 
strings. The other legislation would increase veterans' education programs and extend unemployment 
benefits. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 5/22/08, LENGTH 2:21 MIN., LOCAL 
A 13-year old Coarsegold girl is headed to the Scripps National Spelling Bee in Washington D.C. This will be 
her fifth year competing, and her last chance to bring home the trophy. So for the past couple of months, the 
dictionary has been her best friend. In her many years of competing, tea always sticks to a technique to help 
her on stage but mostly she relies on a gift she discovered early on. After the spelling bee, Tia plans to give 
the dictionary a rest and have an all-week "Video Week". You can see the championship finals on abc-30 
next Friday, May 30

th
, starting at 8pm. Jared Caballes; an eighth grader from Visalia will also be competing in 

the National Spelling Bee. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 5/23/08, LENGTH :18 SEC., LOCAL 
PG& E is helping local students learn how to clean up our air. The kids experimenting with clean air 
technology at Tenaya Middle School in northwest Fresno are part of a program called "Valley Can" or "Clean 
Air Now. Today, PG&E presented a fifty-thousand dollar check to the program, which is part of the "Clean Air 
Challenge."  
  

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 5/28/08, LENGTH :35 MIN., LOCAL 
Award winning actress and valley native Audra McDonald returned to the valley to award a scholarship to a 
deserving student. McDonald and her family handed out the Stanley J. McDonald Scholarship for Music and 
Education. It‟s in memory of her father who was a teacher and principal at Edison High School. He was killed 
last year in a helicopter crash. Tonight's recipient was Latray Massey who plans on attending Fresno City 
College in the fall. McDonald is a four time Tony Award winner and stars in the ABC show "Private Practice"  
She says this scholarship is a fitting tribute to her father. 
 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 5/29/08, LENGTH :46 SEC.,LOCAL 
Two valley teens are in Washington D.C. this midday, preparing to step onto the stage at the Scripps 
national spelling bee. This will be Tia Thomas' fifth year competing, and her last chance to bring home the 
trophy. Last year, the Coarsegold native came close but was knocked out by the word "zacate". Visalia 
native Jared Caballes will also be there. It's the eighth grader's first time in the competition. both Tia and 
Jared have to get through an oral and written spelling exam before the quarterfinals the Scripps national 
spelling bee quarterfinals begin today with the semi finals tomorrow morning and the championship finals will 
air tomorrow night right here both of our spellers are still in it. They got past round two: Tia Thomas spelled 
"elucidate" right and Jared got the word "dissipated" right too. 
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Action news 6:30pm, 5/29/08, length 2:34 min., local 
Its graduation time around the valley but several special education students will not be receiving a diploma. 
This is the first year the state is requiring the 47-hundred students enrolled in Special Ed classes to pass the 
California exit exam. At Fresno unified of 4583 seniors, 766 did not pass the exit exam of those 289 were 
special Ed students. At Clovis unified of 2457 seniors, 53 did not pass the exam, 14 of those are Special Ed 
students at Visalia unified. Of 1699 seniors, 176 did not pass the exit exam.  Of those, 82 were special 
education students. And at Merced union high school district of 2199 seniors, 147 did not pass the exit exam 
56 of those students are in Special Ed. Those numbers include students that for lack of units or various other 
reasons did not fulfill the requirements to graduate regardless of their results on the exit exam. At Fresno 
unified, of those who did not pass the exit exam, 411 students were not on-track to graduate, 34 in Clovis 
and 106 students in Visalia.  Merced union did not have that number available.   
 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 5/30/08, LENGTH :33 SEC., LOCAL 
A local speller made it to the finals tonight of the Scripps national spelling bee. But it was a thirteen -year-old 
from Indiana, who ended up the champion by spelling this word. Sameer Mishra outlasted nearly three 
hundred other spellers to become this year's champion. His winning word, "guerdon" was quite fitting. It 
means "something that one has gained or earned.” throughout the night, Mishra won over the Washington 
D.C. crowd with his sense of humor. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 5/31/08, LENGTH :23 SEC., LOCAL 
The valley anointed a new group of lawyers today. About 50 people walked into the Saroyan Theatre for their 
graduation from the San Joaquin College of Law. Some of the new graduates say it was tough work, and 
they spent more than a-hundred thousand dollars for their legal education. Nearly 90 percent of the school's 
graduates pass the California Bar. 
 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 6/02/08, LENGTH :30 SEC. LOCAL 
70 year old Bobbie Cobine graduated from the Hanford High Adult School. Family and friends applauded her 
as she crossed the stage and got her diploma. Corbine raised eight children and took care of her husband so 
she wasn't able to complete her education. But she says it was her husband who helped push her towards 
goal. 

 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 6/06/08, LENGTH :33 SEC., LOCAL 
Dozens of valley children sang their way into a new phase of life this morning. Two-and three-year olds 
graduated from the "Early Head Start" program. Their families celebrated the transition at the "Head Start" 
location in southwest Fresno. The Fresno County Economic Opportunities Commission runs "Head Start" as 
a way to offer support and education services to low-income families. The program director says they focus 
on the mental, emotional and physical health of children and parents. 
 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 6/12/08, LENGTH :19 SEC. LOCAL 
The valley has fewer primary care doctors and specialists than the rest of the state. Meaning patients are 
waiting longer to receive care. But by providing physician training here in Fresno, UCSF is hoping to grow 
our own doctors. More than sixty new doctors are ready to help and heal tonight after completing their 
residencies at UCSF Fresno‟s Medical Education Program. But only about a third of them are choosing to 
stay in the valley. Action news reporter Amanda Perez joins us in the newsroom with more about the valley's 
critical shortage of physicians. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 6/13/08, LENGTH 2:11 MIN., LOCAL 
Two San Joaquin valley companies have been shutdown following the death of a pregnant teenager working 
the fields. The 17-year old died in 100 degree heat last month. Action News reporter Laurie Penco explains 
what the state is doing to keep other farm workers safe. As farm workers toil in the hot sun, two companies 
linked to the death of a 17-year old pregnant farm worker are feeling the heat from the state. The teen's 
employer, Merced farm labor, and Soliz farm labor contracting had workers in the fields near Farmington 
when she died in 100 degree heat. Cal OSHA has now shutdown both companies until they can prove 
they‟re keeping workers safe. 
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ACTION NEWS 5PM 6/16/08, LENGTH 1:45 MIN.,  LOCAL 
One oil analyst predicts we are now one oil refinery fires away from five dollar a gallon gas. Today‟s average 
for a gallon of regular is 4- 61 in Fresno, 4- 65 in Visalia, and 4-58 in Merced. Action News reporter Laurie 
Penco explains how one valley college is making sure students don't make the choice between filling their 
tanks and an education.    

 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 6/16/08, LENGTH :31 SEC., LOCAL 
A bill introduced at the state capitol would impose new fees to increase wildfire prevention efforts. An 
assembly committee passed the bill today. Home and commercial buildings owners within state protection 
areas would have to pay a 50-dollar annual fee for wildfire prevention and education programs. 
Prevention efforts could include brush removal, brush removal inspections and public education. The fees 
would be distributed to rural fire departments through a grant process. But it's possible some home and 
business owners could be assessed a fee without getting any service in return.  

 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 6/16/08, LENGTH 2:10 MIN.. LOCAL 
A school project is "catapulting" a group of valley students onto the national spotlight. Four kids from the 
small town of Mendota will represent the state after beating out some tough competition from over a hundred 
schools. Right on target, that‟s the kind of shot these Mc-Cabe Junior High students are hoping for this 
weekend as they compete against the best of the best in a national engineering competition in Baltimore 
Maryland. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 6/19/08, LENGTH :25 SEC., LOCAL 
A new study says children who have the most to gain from pre-school, may be the least likely to participate in 
those programs. The rand corporation found kids from lower-income families, or children whose mothers 
have less education, attend early care programs at a much lower rate, even though they are among the 
groups often less-prepared for school. The findings are part of a research project, meant to measure the 
effectiveness of preschool education in California.  

 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM 6/20/08, LENGTH 2:14 SEC., LOCAL 
They are a long way from being university students-- but a special program at Fresno state is giving 
elementary school students a head start on the college experience. The summer program is celebrating a 
milestone 20 years of preparing kids today, for tomorrow. If they look a bit young to be walking the grounds 
of a college campus, it‟s because they are.  These are sixth graders getting ready for the next big step in 
their academic careers. 
 

OPRAH 4/21/08, 4PM, 1 HOUR, SYDNICATION 
The Big Give Finale with the Million Dollar Winner: The million dollar winner of “Oprah‟s Big Give” is 
presented. We found out where all the money went and how their life has changed since being on the show. 
Their incredible stories will inspire you to find ways to give in your own life and communities no matter how 
big or small. 
 

OPRAH, 4/22/08, 4PM, 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
Oprah‟s Earth Day Event: We heard simple things your family can do to start saving the planet. Great tips to 
make easy changes that make a big difference. Find out what exactly “organic” means at the grocery store 
and how to shop for the best foods for your family‟s health. Save energy, minimize wastefulness and learn 
how to make your everyday choices more earth conscious. 

 
OPRAH 5/26/08, 4PM 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
Global Adventures: The “O” Ambassador Launch: 
Three weeks with no TV, no video games, and far away from their homes, 12 teenagers experience the 
adventure of a lifetime.  Find out how these kids from across North America have the changed lives of 
people halfway around the world as Oprah launches a ground-breaking new leadership and education 
initiative called “O Ambassadors.”  We‟ll show you how this movement is already making a big impact and 
how you can make a difference, too!  If you have children, grandchildren, nieces, nephews, or just know an 
exceptional student, this is the chance for them to be part of something life-changing! 
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OPRAH 6/06/08, 4PM, 1 HOUR SYNDICATION 
Jenny McCarthy and Holly Robinson Peete- The Fight To Save Their Autistic Sons: What would you do if 
your child stopped speaking, wouldn‟t look you in the eye, and completely ignored the world around them? In 
their first television interviews discussing autism, actresses Jenny McCarthy and Holly Robinson Peete share 
their fight to save their sons. We found out what to do when autism strikes. 

 
OPRAH, 6/20/08, 4PM, LENGTH: 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
Children of Divorce Reveal Their Secret Thoughts: If you think divorce does not affect children, you need to 
watch this show. It is the conversation no parent wants to have and the moment a child never forgets. Don‟t 
miss expert advice for every parent and grandparent on how to talk to your children about divorce. 
 

PSA      LENGTH    APRX. AIRING 
LIVELY ARTS FOUNDATION   :30    9 
EXCEPTIONAL PARENTS UNLIMTED  :30    27 
V-CHIP CAMPAIGN    :30    70 
UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY   :30    209 
HISTORICAL SOCIETY: HOME TOUR  :15    60 
VOLUNTEER      :15    3 
HEALTHY BABIES    :30    100 
BIG BROTHERS/BIG SISTERS   :30    19 

 
 
 

ECONOMIC/EMPLOYMENT ISSUES 
 

VALLEY FOCUS, 4/27/08, 4:30PM, LENGTH :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 
Segment #1: U.S. Letter Carriers/Poverello House: Letter Carriers Food Drive Stamp Out Hunger Food 
Drive. We were joined by Rosa Coronado, Coordinator, U. S. Letter Carriers and Jim Connell, Executive 
Director, Poverello House here to talk about the Food Drive. There are several partners joining together to 
make this happen including ABC30 and the Fresno Bee are the media sponsors. The Letter Carriers Stamp 
Out Hunger annual food drive is Saturday, May 10, 2008. They ask viewers to put non-perishable donations 
in a bag by your mailbox and will deliver it to a local food bank. 
Segment #2: Poverello House: ABC30 Building a Better Community – May is Hunger Month: We were joined 
by Kathryn Weakland, Community Relations Director here to talk about their organization. The Amici Guild 
and the McDonalds Restaurant at First and Nees have teamed up for a special program that will benefit 
Poverello House. On Thursday, April 17, 2008, the Guild worked the counter at McDonalds. During that time 
20% of all sales were donated to Amici Guild which directly benefits Poverello House. The Amici Guild was 
formed in January 1990 to provide moral, emotional and financial assistance to Poverello House. Poverello 
House is a private, non-profit, nondenominational organization that has been serving the poor since 1973. 
With the continuing support of the community, through volunteers and donations, Poverello House now 
serves approximately 800-1200 meals a day, 365 days a year. 
Segment #3: Foodlink for Tulare County: ABC30 Building a Better Community – May is Hunger Month: We 
were joined by Chris Burrows, Development Coordinator, Foodlink and Ted Torres, Manager Foodlink came 
to talk about the community after the Letter Carriers help Stamp Out Hunger event. FoodLink for Tulare 
County, Inc. is a private, local nonprofit food bank that has been serving children, seniors, and families in 
Tulare County since 1978. FoodLink‟s network of partner agencies and organizations distributes millions of 
pounds of food each year to needy families. 
Segment #4: Community Food Bank: ABC30 Building a Better Community: May is Hunger Month: We were 
joined by Dana Wilkie, Chief Executive Offer, Community Food Bank: The Community  Food Bank will 
distribute fresh produce, perishable food and other items, “farmer market style” fee to the community. This is 
a community choice Neighborhood Market and there are no pre-bagged items, so consumers can choose 
what food they would like to have. Community Food Bank (CFB) serves as the center of a vast network of 
agencies located throughout Fresno, Madera, and Kings Counties. These agencies are food pantries, 
residential shelters, community kitchens, adult and child day care centers, and so much more! Community 
Food Bank is involved in the solicitation, acquisition, warehousing and distribution of the food that these 
agencies acquire and serve to those in need. Currently, CFB has 170 member agencies.  

 

http://communityfoodbank.net/Agency%20Menu/Agency%20Menu.htm
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VALLEY FOCUS, 5/18/08, LENGTH :30 MINUTES, LOCAL 
Segment #1: Fresno County Economic Opportunities Commission: ABC30 Building a Better Community: 
Hunger: We were joined by Roger Palamino, Executive Direct, FCEOC here to talk about their organizations. 
Their mission is to humanely focus all available resources to empower low-income families and individuals 
working toward the skills, knowledge, and motivation for self-sufficiency. FCEOC is operating on an annual 
budget of approximately $80 million and employs over 1,300 full and part-time staff members.  Sources of 
revenues consist of all levels of government, donations, businesses and user fees.  Due to the wide variety 
of services provided by the Commission, staff is extremely experienced in management, operations and 
financial aspects of all levels of human services and economic development.  The agency‟s success can be 
measured by the various dimensions of services and its demonstrated ability in reaching and servicing the 
target population.  In the past year, for example, the agency provided preschool education and supportive 
services to more than 2,250 children, senior citizens received more than 900 meals daily, more than 
3,500 economically disadvantaged youth received summer work experience, more than 25,250 women and 
children received nutrition education and supplemental food vouchers, health services provided services to 
4,592 patients, and more than 1,200 homes were weatherized to conserve energy and reduce fuel bills. 
Segment #2: Fresno County Economic Opportunities Commission: Women, Infants, and Children 
Supplemental Nutrition Program:  Food, nutrition counseling, and access to health services are provided to 
low-income women, infants, and children under the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, 
Infants, and Children, popularly known as WIC. WIC provides Federal grants to States for supplemental 
foods, health care referrals, and nutrition education for low-income pregnant, breastfeeding, and non-
breastfeeding postpartum women, and to infants and children who are found to be at nutritional risk. Most 
State WIC programs provide vouchers that participants use at authorized food stores. A wide variety of State 
and local organizations cooperate in providing the food and health care benefits, and 46,000 merchants 
nationwide accept WIC vouchers. WIC is effective in improving the health of pregnant women, new mothers, 
and their infants. A 1990 study showed that women who participated in the program during their pregnancies 
had lower Medicaid costs for themselves and their babies than did women who did not participate. WIC 
participation was also linked with longer gestation periods, higher birth weights and lower infant mortality.  
 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 4/11/08, LENGTH :32 SEC., LOCAL 
A valley program designed to help inmates become productive members of society got a huge boost today. 
This morning, the co-owner of "California Re-Treaders" thanked assembly member Juan Arambula for 
helping bring two-million dollars to local businesses. The funding will be awarded to twelve companies... So 
they can train employees for high-skilled, high-wage jobs.” California Re-Treaders" hires former felons and 
gang members. In an emotional moment, one owner said they'll use the award to expand that program. 

 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 4/13/08, LENGTH :28 SEC., LOCAL 
Fresno police attacked gangs with preventative measures this weekend, including a little song and dance. 
That music is part of a police activities league get-together in central Fresno. The idea is to lure at-risk kids 
off the streets with some other activity they might like. Kids already involved in the program welcomed the 
new recruits to make music videos or play a game of basketball. The police activities league also offers 
training for kids looking for jobs or further education. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 4/14/08, LENGTH :19 SEC. LOCAL 
The Visalia Planning Commission is set to vote tonight on a large new development. It would be located at 
Highway 198 and Plaza Drive. Developers say the project would include a hotel, gas station, restaurants, 
and office space, and would create 12-hundred new jobs. Critics say the development will cause congestion, 
and drive business away from downtown Visalia. 
  

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 4/15/08, LENGTH :18 SEC., LOCAL 
There is concern a proposed Delta-Northwest Airlines merger could cost jobs in the valley. An out-placement 
company which tracks job cuts. Challenger and Gray say statements by the companies indicate they would 
employ 14-thousand fewer employees nationwide. No word on where those jobs would be cut. Delta and 
Northwest both serve Fresno Yosemite International Airport. 
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ACTION NEWS 5PM, 4/17/08, LENGTH :24 SEC., LOCAL 
A representative for billionaire Donald Trump revealed that the developer still has the running horse project 
on his radar. Michael Cohen, the Trump organization's attorney and executive vice president was interviewed 
by local radio talk show host ray Appleton. He said that if done right, the running horse project could be 
brought back to life, bringing jobs to southwest Fresno. 
 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 4/19/08, LENGTH :21 SEC., LOCAL 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 4/20/08, LENGTH :21 SEC., ,LOCAL 
A giant crowd of teenagers swarmed the Manchester Mall today, but they weren't there for the shopping. 
These kids were carrying resumes instead of shopping bags. Almost 5-thousand of them took part in the 
mayor's job fair, looking for something productive to do this summer. More than 50 companies were offering 
about 12-hundred entry level jobs.  The teenagers also went to workshops about how to get in the 
entertainment industry, and how to launch a career. 
 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 4/23/08, LENGTH :24 SEC., LOCAL 
Some workers could lose their jobs after lying about lighting up.  Whirlpool has suspended nearly 40 workers 
for lying about their smoking for a health insurance break. Tobacco users are charged an extra 500 dollars in 
annual health insurance premiums. The suspended workers were caught lighting-up on company property in 
Evansville, Indiana. Whirlpool says the employees will be allowed to present their case before a final 
decision is made regarding their future. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 4/23/08,LENGTH :27 SEC., LOCAL 
Students looking for jobs in the north valley got some practical advice today from companies where they 
might one day go work.  Merced Adult School hosted its annual job fair today. 20 businesses from the 
Merced area sent representatives to talk about the work they do and the job skills required. About 300 
students from the school's East campus took part in the job fair. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 4/23/08, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 
A statewide bus tour meant to draw attention to school budget cuts, made two stops in the valley today. The 
California teacher's association "cuts hurt" bus rolled up to Addams Elementary in west central Fresno. The 
group is protesting nearly five-billion dollars in proposed education funding cuts. They say 18-thousand 
educators and support staff would lose their jobs under the proposal. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 4/25/08, LENGTH :38 SEC., LOCAL 
Students at Fresno State and several other CSU campuses are sending a message to the governor, that 
they want to make sure he hears loud and clear. This protest at Fresno state was one of many at several 
CSU campuses. Students are fighting possible budget cuts to the state university system. Those cuts could 
ultimately lead to an increase in tuition.    Fax machines where set up outside for students, faculty, staff, and 
administrators to contact the governor's office and deliver their message. The governor's budget plan would 
cut more than 380 million dollars from the state university system. 
 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 4/28/08, LENGTH 1:40 MIN., LOCAL 
Fresh off the first delivery of economic stimulus checks the government prepares for what it hopes will be 
another boost to the economy. A possible quarter point cut to interest rates. However, analysts say these 
short-term moves come up short in easing a troubled economy. And many Americans are feeling the pinch 
with high gas and food prices, the housing crisis, and job lay-offs.  
  

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 5/05/08, LENGTH 2:40 MIN., LOCAL 
It‟s been one year since the state passed a bill to offer non-violent drug offenders a chance to clean up, get a 
job and become self-sufficient. There‟s only one hitch, the offenders must volunteer to stay in a drug 
treatment program for an extra five months. As action news anchor Liz Harrison reports those graduating 
from the program say the five extra months gives them the time they need to get their lives together. 

 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 5/06/08, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 
Businesses in the south valley are gearing up to provide jobs for teens that are at risk for joining gangs. 
Action news south valley reporter Jessica Peres shows us the brand new program that will offer jobs for 50 
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students this summer. There are plenty of community centers in Visalia that open their doors to students 
after school. From sports to help with homework, these community centers work hard at keeping kids busy 
with other things than gangs. Now, community leaders are joining with local businesses to provide about 50 
jobs for some of these teens this summer. Up to 300 students stop by Visalia‟s many youth centers each 
week, so officials will hand-pick the 50 students. Most of the money to pay the students will come from a 
huge benefit concert at the fox theater planned for May 19th.  Visalia native and Broadway star Betsy Wolfe 
will perform. Simpson hopes the event will rake in at least $35-thousand dollars-all of which will go towards 
paying for the students earnings. It‟s a fundraising even the business community is proud of. 
The job program runs June through august.  Insurance will also be provided for each student 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 5/07/08, LENGTH 2:14 SEC., LOCAL 
A simple class assignment turned into a video on the internet that's helping recruit deputies in Madera 
County. And a couple other law enforcement agencies are also turning to the web to hire their next peace 
officers. The latest recruitment video on the Madera County Sheriff's Department website features heavy 
metal intertwined with shots of deputies patrolling, training and serving the community. Madera‟s recruitment 
video has been running on their website for the last 2 months. You can find a link to it and other jobs 
mentioned in this story by logging on to our website. 

 
ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 5/08/08, LENGTH 1::56 MIN., LOCAL 
As you can probably see I‟m stand in the middle of very rural AG land in Tulare.  It's also where some people 
here are hoping a NASCAR racetrack will be built, but the first draft of an environmental impact report on the 
project says the damage from a NASCAR track may be too much for this little town. The plans are big.  
Several thousand jobs, millions of dollars towards Tulare‟s economy and a tourist attraction that could set 
this small central valley town apart from others. Public can give comment at a meeting on may 19th.In 
August, public hearing where vote on adjustments to project 
 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 5/08/08, LENGTH :32 SEC., LOCAL 
If the U.S. Economy has the sniffles and California‟s economy has a full-blown cold.  That's the result of a 
new report that shows we're in a recession not just nationally, but especially statewide. The report from the 
Milken Institute shows the nation's financial trouble stems from a combination of factors; a housing market 
correction, soaring oil prices, a weak labor market and overextended consumers. It also says the impact on 
California will be more pronounced than in other states -- because of the high concentration of sub-prime 
mortgages, lost jobs, and decreased activity at the state's ports.  

 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 5/14/08, LENGTH 2:10 SEC., LOCAL 
126 full-time employees will be offered work transfers by the post office. But 273 workers at the remote 
encoding center in Selma now face an uncertain future. The high-tech scanners which sort our daily mail 
have become so effective they've made some jobs obsolete. Employees of this Selma postal facility were 
stunned to hear their service would no longer be required. Employees started at 13-dollars an hour. Ruiz 
says improvements to post-office scanners will force the six remaining rec centers to close in about a year 

 
ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 5/20/08, LENGTH :27 SEC., LOCAL 
The Visalia Planning Commission has approved plans to bring a large new development to the city and will 
be located at Highway 198 and Plaza Drive. Developers say the project would include a hotel, gas station, 
restaurants, and office space, and would create 12-hundred new jobs. The land will also be home to Fresno 
pacific university's new satellite campus. Critics argued the development will cause congestion, and drive 
business away from downtown Visalia. Developers could break ground on the project this summer. 
 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 5/20/08, LENGTH :36 SEC., LOCAL 
Fresno mayor Alan Autry laid out his last budget for the city this afternoon and he says no jobs will be lost. 
This year's general fund stands at one point four billion dollars-that's two million dollars less than last year, 
which is a one percent decrease. The 2009 budget also has an eighteen million dollar surplus. And it 
includes adding six new officers to the Fresno Police Department. 
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ACTION NEWS 5PM 5/25/08, LENGTH :22 SEC., LOCAL 
A Catholic Charities program is in need of donations in order to continue providing help to valley men trying 
to get back on their feet .this is the only rack of men's clothing at the charity in downtown Fresno, because 
fewer donations have come in recently. Officials at Catholic Charities say they need clothing for men who 
have lost their jobs and are looking for work. 

 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 5/30/08, LENGTH 2:02 MIN. ,LOCAL 
Farmers on the valley's west side, from Los Banos south along I-5 were expecting just 45-percent of their 
normal water delivery. Now they've been told they'll receive less than a half-acre foot of water per acre. It‟s 
not enough to grow food. Tomatoes, for example, need one-and-a-half acre feet of water to get through 
august.  Many crops already in the ground will   be abandoned because water-rationing will last the entire 
summer when irrigation is most needed. There will be loss of crops and loss of jobs. People will make 
determinations on what crops are economically viable to keep in the ground. Congressman Jim Costa along 
with the bureau of reclamation will discuss the water rationing plan with growers Monday morning at 
1030...at the los Banos fairgrounds 
 

ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 6/12/08, LENGTH :13 SEC., LOCAL 
Fresno County Sheriff's Deputies are worried about their jobs. Deputies and others who work in the Sheriff's 
Department packed a Town Hall Meeting on the county budget last night. They‟re worried about a 20 million 
dollar shortage in the Sheriff's budget. 
 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 6/13/08, LENGTH :15 SEC. LOCAL 
The heat is not helping our state's water situation. Valley Mayors are bracing for the worst, and looking for 
more ways to protect jobs, and businesses from the water shortage. Action News reporter Andres Araiza is 
live in the newsroom with dire predictions from local leaders. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 6/14/08, LENGTH :24 SEC., LOCAL 
A loud complaint today from a big group of healthcare workers in Fresno as the united healthcare workers 
held a rally at Blackbeard‟s to call attention to proposed budget cuts targeting their industry. Governor 
Schwarzenegger wants to cut home healthcare services by about ten percent. Home health care workers 
say that will force a lot of them to finds different jobs and it will force a lot of their clients into nursing homes. 

 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 6/14/08, LENGTH :21 SEC., LOCAL 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 6/15/08, LENGTH :21 SEC., LOCAL 
New research shows that job prospects for teenagers are the worst in six decades. The problem is, most of 
the jobs are taken by adults. Because of the tightening economy, more adults are grabbing the low wage 
jobs just a-third of teens between the ages of 16 and 19 are expected to find work this summer. That‟s the 
lowest rate since World War Two. 

 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 6/16/08, LENGTH :38 SEC., LOCAL 
The Fresno Bee announced today it's lying off more than forty employees. The move is part of a bigger cost-
cutting plan that affects several valley newspapers.  Officials at "the McClatchy Company” the corporation 
that owns the bee say the newspaper is making less money because of increased competition and the 
downturn in the economy.  The cuts will come in the advertising, circulation, news, operations and finance 
divisions of the bee. McClatchy will also stop publishing "The Clovis Independent", effective at the end of the 
month and begin publishing "The Sierra star" in Oakhurst, just once a week. News and advertising staff in the 
Bee's South Valley Bureau are being reduced as well. 

 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 6/20/08, LENGTH 1:27 SEC., LOCAL 
More fallout from the mortgage mess as Washington mutual cuts over a thousand jobs and GM is holding off 
on a major overhaul of its trucks and SUV‟s‟ even with soaring gas prices. Carter Evans is live at the New 
York stock exchange to show us how the markets are doing. 
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ACTION NEWS 5PM, 6/20/08, LENGTH :21 SEC., LOCAL 
The State may send more help for farms and farm workers who are struggling through a drought. Assembly 
member Juan Arambula introduced a bill today, asking the governor to send more money and food. 
Arambula says the drought has caused more than 73- million dollars in agricultural losses. More than five -
hundred jobs have disappeared and farmers say it could still get worse. 

 
ACTION NEWS 11PM 6/20/08, LENGTH :33 SEC., LOCAL 
New numbers released today, by the state show unemployment has increased in all six central valley 
counties from a year ago. Fresno County‟s unemployment rate for the month of May is close to double digits. 
It‟s about two percent higher than last year. Merced County has the highest rate in the valley. It‟s climbed 
from nine and a half percent to nearly twelve percent from last year. Local employment agencies are filled 
with people looking for jobs. But that could be changing. Many farming jobs are opening up right now which 
could mean fewer unemployed workers. 
 

AM LIVE SATURDAY, 6/21/08, LENGTH :30 SEC., LOCAL 
More people are without jobs now in the central valley than a year ago. Fresno County‟s unemployment rate 
for the month of May is close to double digits. It‟s about two percent higher than last year. Merced County 
has the highest rate in the valley. It‟s climbed from nine and a half percent to nearly twelve percent from last 
year. Local employment agencies are filled with people looking for jobs. But that could be changing. Many 
farming jobs are opening up right now which could mean fewer unemployed workers. 
 

OPRAH 4/18/08, 4PM, 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
I Hate My Job Interventions: It is a staggering statistic: 84% of U.S. workers are unhappy with their jobs. 
Oprah has heard from thousands of viewers who say they feel the same. Best-selling author Marcus 
Buckingham has a radical approach to work-life that is leading millions of people to new levels of success 
and happiness. He showed viewers some incredible revelations that happen when he holds a special 
workshop for Oprah and 30 working women to explain how his “building on your strengths” approach is 

necessary to finding job satisfaction. 
 
 

PSA       LENGTH APRX. AIRING 
VALLEY HUNGER      :30  200 
LETTER CARRIERS FOOD DRIVE   :30  38 
 
 
 
 
 

WATER SHORTAGE/DROUGHT IN THE VALLEY 
 

 
 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 5/2/08, LENGTH :41 SEC., LOCAL 
State officials have stopped short of calling California's water shortage a drought, but they say it's serious. 
The Sierra snow pack peaked in mid march. Now, seven weeks later, half of that snow pack is gone. Some 
of it evaporated or absorbed into the dry ground and some of it is running off. Cities across the state are 
looking to conserve. In Roseville, households are being asked to cut back water use by 10%.the bay area is 
considering mandatory rationing and in long beach, rationing is already underway. 

 
ACTION NEWS 6PM , 5/20/08, LENGTH :37 SEC., LOCAL 
Each year, the city of Fresno Water Division partners with several groups to educate the community about 
the importance of conserving water. Today, they used trees to help spread that message. Students from 
Gettysburg elementary school in Clovis, helped members of "tree Fresno" plant several drought-resistant elm 
trees inside a park near the school. Seventeen years ago at the same park,   sixty trees were planted to 
commemorate Mayor Harry Armstrong‟s 60th birthday. 
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ACTION NEWS 6PM, 5/30/08, LENGTH 2:02 MIN., LOCAL 
Farmers on the valley's west side, from Los Banos south along I-5 were expecting just 45-percent of their 
normal water delivery. Now they've been told they'll receive less than a half-acre foot of water per acre. It‟s 
not enough to grow food. Tomatoes, for example, need one-and-a-half acre feet of water to get through 
august.  Many crops already in the ground will   be abandoned because water-rationing will last the entire 
summer when irrigation is most needed. Congressman Jim Costa along with the bureau of reclamation will 
discuss the water rationing plan with growers Monday morning at 1030 at the Los Banos Fairgrounds. 
 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 6/2/08, LENGTH :32 SEC., LOCAL 
Hundreds of farmers gathered in Los Banos today to discuss what's being done about a critical water 
shortage. Congressman Jim Costa called for a briefing with the bureau of reclamation after many farmers on 
the valley's west side learned their water would be rationed. Bureau representatives today said this year's 
allocation of federal water to the area will be reduced to just forty percent. The water crisis is being blamed 
on one of the driest springs in more than eight decades, along with a dry 2007 and pumping restrictions 
designed to protect the endangered delta smelt. 
 

 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 6/2/08, LENGTH :16 SEC. LOCAL 
Farmers and water district officials are asking the federal government for help in dealing with a critical water 
shortage. Action News North Valley reporter Sara Sandrik looks at the devastating impact the shortage is 
already having on the valley's west-side and what could lead to a long term solution. Hundreds of people 
packed the auditorium at the Los Banos Fairgrounds to find out what's being done to deal with a devastating 
water shortage. Tom Birmingham says the wetlands water district was forced to start rationing its already 
reduced water supply last week because partly because of a court ruling designed to protect endangered 
fish. 
 

ACTION NEWS 5PM, 6/05/08, LENGTH 2:13 MIN., LOCAL 
City officials are asking you to reduce your water usage by ten-percent. You can do that by fixing broken 
sprinkler heads and not washing the car so often at home. With less water to go around you'll soon pay more 
for what is harvested from our fields. The sweet corn grown and sold at Fresno State is snapped up quickly 
at four for a dollar but experts say, by July, you can expect a jump in produce prices at local supermarkets. 
The water shortage is just one more factor driving up our food prices. Rising diesel costs have already led to 
sharp increases in the check-out line. Fresno City officials are now asking you to voluntarily cut back on your 
water usage by ten-percent. 
    

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 6/05/08, LENGTH :24 SEC., LOCAL 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 6/06/08, LENGTH :24 SEC., LOCAL 
Because of a state-wide drought, the City of Fresno is asking you to reduce your water usage by ten-percent. 
Officials say you can start by not hosing down your driveway or sidewalk. Water rationing is already in place 
for farmers on the valley's west side. The reduction in available irrigation water is expected to lead to higher 
produce prices. Experts say you'll notice fruits and vegetables will cost much more in July. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6PM, 6/06/08, LENGTH 1:52 SEC., LOCAL 
Some growers are able to pump individual wells for water. The board though wants permission to pump 
groundwater and then move that water into the California Aqueduct. Crops currently in the ground on the 
valley's west-side won't make it to harvest without a steady irrigation supply. The trickle down effect of the 
drought could be disastrous to Fresno County. An estimated 41-thousand acres worth of crops went un-
planted this year because of the uncertainty over water. County supervisors have declared a local 
emergency. The board is asking Governor Schwarzenegger to ease water quality restrictions so groundwater 
can be pumped into the canal system which supplies farmers. Groundwater though contains more salts than 
water from the snowmelt. 
 

ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 6/07/08, LENGTH :24 SEC. LOCAL 
Fresno County Supervisors have declared an emergency because of drought conditions here in the valley. 
with  so many crops on  the valley's west-side  at  risk  because of the  water shortage, the  board is asking 
for  state and federal help. They asked Governor Schwarzenegger for permission to pump groundwater and 
move it into the California Aqueduct. The water would then supply farmers who face rationing. Supervisors 
say the plan would help avoid a disaster. 
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ACTION NEWS 6PM, 6/12/08, LENGTH :25 SEC., LOCAL 
Plans for the largest housing development in Merced County‟s history have been rejected. The county 
planning commission decided not to recommend the villages of Laguna San Luis to the Board of 
Supervisors. The proposal calls for 16 thousand homes to be built just west of Los Banos over the next 30 
years. One planning commissioner who voted against the project cited the area's water shortage as her main 
concern. Developers can still appeal the decision to the board of supervisors. 
  

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 6/12/08, LENGTH 2:00 MIN. LOCAL 
The Governor says the low snow melt, lack of rain, and environmental restrictions have created a water 
emergency in the Central Valley. To ease the crisis he's allowing more water to be put into the California 
Aqueduct. It will allow us to pump some groundwater into the California Aqueduct and deliver water to some 
of the farmers that are being shorted.” Under the plan, unusable water from wells in the North end of the 
Valley will be pumped into the giant canal, where it will be mixed with the cleaner water in the aqueduct, then 
placed on crops. 

 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 6/13/08, LENGTH 2:06 MIN., LOCAL 
All the valley mayors we talked with praise California‟s Governor for declaring a state of emergency.  
They say the drought is having a huge impact on everybody from farmers to those who pick the crops. Valley 
farmers are contending with an extremely dry winter. A low snow pack and strict court ordered water 
restrictions are being called a perfect storm. He said unemployment in his community stands at 40-
percent.with not enough water for crops Silva and said there's no work.  On Friday he and more than a 
dozen valley mayors gathered in Fresno to discuss the drought.  Most are applauding the governor's 
directive to transfer water to the valley from other parts of California. Fresno Congressman Jim Costa said 
the Federal Government won't declare the valley a disaster area until the drought's impacts can be 
measured.  That means drastic help from the nation's capital could arrive in the fall. Orange Cove Mayor 
victor Lopez wants all leaders to focus on the future. Lopez said this year's drought proves the state needs 
more ground water banking and more reservoirs. The government is exploring a reservoir at temperance flat. 
But that project is years away from construction. Congressman Costa said bottom line California must live on 
less water.  

 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 6/14/08, LENGTH :23 SEC., LOCAL 
Local leaders are predicting dire consequences with hot temperatures and very little water.  
Mayors from all over the valley gathered in Fresno to discuss the shortage problem.  
They say farmers have to destroy crops because they're not receiving enough water.  
Leaders praised the governor for declaring emergency and transferring water to farmers.  
But Congressman Jim Costa said the federal government can't begin providing drastic help until the fall.  

 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 6/22/08, LENGTH :25 SEC. LOCAL 
Those appearances will include a Town-Hall Meeting in Fresno tomorrow.   Senator McCain will host a town 
Hall Meeting at Fresno State‟s Satellite Student Union in the morning. That starts at 10 o'clock. Then he'll 
move to downtown Fresno for a fundraising lunch at the Radisson Hotel. The president of the Nisei Farmer‟s 
League says he expects Senator McCain to address two issues that are critical to central valley growers, the 
state's water shortage and immigration.   
 

ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 6/23/08, LENGTH 1:30 SEC. LOCAL 

The public is welcome to attend today's Town Hall m=Meeting here at the satellite student union at Fresno 
State. Doors open at 8AM and come early because there are a lot of people who want to see the man who 
could be our next president. John McCain will reportedly use his campaign stop in Fresno today to make a 
bold proposal to solve the country's energy crisis.  The republican presidential nominee-in-waiting will 
suggest that the Government offers a 300 million dollar prize to the person who can develop a car battery 
that improves on existing technology. McCain is also expected to propose stiffer fines for automakers that 
skirt existing fuel-efficiency standards. The president of the Nisei farmer‟s league says he also expects 
senator McCain to address two issues that are critical to central valley growers the state's water shortage 
and immigration.   
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COMMUNITY CALENDAR 2ND QUARTER 2008 
 

 
 
 
4/1/08-4/4/08 
Big Brothers Big Sisters: Bowl For Kids‟ Sake 
Fig Garden Village: Jazz at the Village 
Fresno State University: Blood Drive 
 
4/5/08 
Orange Cove High: Orange Harvest Festival 
Clovis Big Hat Days 
Woodward Park: Spring Blossom Festival Bonsai Show 
 
4/6/08 
Laton Rodeo Days 
St. Anne‟s School Auxiliary: Spaghetti Lunch 
Clovis Big Hat Days 
 
4/7/08-4/11/08 
St. Agnes Holly Cross Center For Women: Dollar for Diapers 
Central Ca. Hispanic Chamber of Commerce: Latina Women‟s Conference 
Forkner School Carnival 
 
4/12/08 
The Discovery Center: Fresno Baby Fest 
Tower District: Tower Classic Car Show 
Fig Garden Village: Jazz at the Village 
 
4/13/08 
Fresno County Wine Journey: Passport Weekend 
Veterans Memorial Auditorium: Youth Orchestra of Fresno 
Roeding Park: 2008 Walk MS 
 
4/15/08-4/22/08 
ABC30 Listens: Southeast Fresno Sunnyside High School 
 
4/19/08 
Kingsburg Swedish Village: Car Show 
Mayor‟s Youth Summer Job Fair 
Happy Hearts Benefit: Best Buy Market 
 
4/20/08 
Veterans Memorial Auditorium: American Cultural Show 
Courthouse Park: Fresno Music and Heritage Festival 
Fresno State University: Vintage Days 
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4/22/08-4/25/08 
Encourage Tomorrow Banquet 
Catch the Fun Golf Tournament 
Relay for Life in Lemoore 
 
4/26/08 
Fresno City College: Asian fest 2008 
Selma Senior Center: Collectibles Show 
Clovis Rodeo 
 
4/27/08 
Clovis Rodeo 
Plaza Park: Renaissance Festival 
Las Mariposas Civil War Days 
 
4/29-5/2/08 
Stamp Out Hunger Food Drive: National Association of Letter Carriers/Poverello House & 
ABC30 
Parkinson‟s Walk 
 
5/3/08 
Cinco de Mayo Festival: Fulton Mall Downtown Fresno 
Selma Lincoln Park: Raisin Festival 
West Hills College: Court of the Dead: Artistic Expressions and Drama 
 
5/4/08 
Riverdale Rodeo and Spring Festival 
Reedley Street Faire 
Bass Lake Pines Village: Arts and Crafts Fair 
 
5/6/08-5/9/08 
Stamp Out Hunger Food Drive: National Association of Letter Carriers/Poverello House & 
ABC30 
 
5/10/08 
Planada Community Day: Houlihan Park 
Woodward Park: Fresno Recycling Festival 
Victoria West Park: Renaissance Fair 
 
5/11/08 
Victoria West Park: Renaissance Fair 
Fresno Philharmonic: American Inspiration 
 
5/13/08-5/16/08 
Veterans Memorial Museum: Heroes of the Valley: Footsteps of Our Fathers 
UCP of Central California: Thunder Run Motorcycle Ride 
Woodward Park: Arthritis Walk 
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5/17/08 
Veterans Memorial Building: Only The Brave 
Ducey‟s Bass Lake: Antique and Classic Boat Show 
Sierra Vista Mall: Clovis Senior Center Health Fair 
 
5/18/08 
Auditions Children‟s Musical Theaterworks: Mulan Jr. & Sweeney Todd 
Fresno BMX Races 
Madera Wine Trail 
 
5/20/08-5/23/08 
Farmersville: Memorial Day Parade 
Veterans Memorial Museum: Heroes of the Valley 
Coalinga: Horned Toad Derby 
 
5/24/08 
Tulare Veterans Memorial Buidling: Vietnam Veterans Appreciation Dinner 
Tulare Historical Museum: Hats from Yesteryear 
Chuckchansi Park: Sudz In The City 
 
5/25/08 
Horned Toad Derby: Olsen Park 
Mariposa County Park: Mountain Music Festival 
Fresno City College Theatre: New Wrinkles 
 
5/27/08-5/30/08 
Fresno Art Museum: Barrios Unidos Benefit: Noche En El Barrio 
Central California Hispanic Chamber of Commerce: National Parks Family Day 
The Creative Center: Spring Fling 
 
5/31/08 
Fresno Fire Chiefs: Box Car Races 
Susan G. Komen: Ladies Night Out 
St. George Patio: Greek Dinner and Dancing 
 
6/1/08 
Kerkhoff Park: Hog Kabob Poker Run benefiting Cancer Patients 
Operation Lemonade Stand to benefit Children with Cancer 
 
6/3/08-6/6/08 
Fresno Art Museum: Men Who Cook 
Fresno Co Fire Station: Free Electronics Recycling 
Chandler Airport: Air Show and Fly –In 
 
6/7/08 
Engelmann Cellars: Fresno Blues Festival 
Madera County Annual Sidewalk Festival 
St. Peters Church: Serbian Food Festival 
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6/8/08 
Fresno Dixieland Society: Jazz Concert 
Temple Theater: First Night 
 
6/10/08-6/13/08 
Flag Day Ceremony 
Father‟s Day Celebration & Family Festival: Momentum 2008 
Fresno Historical Society: Historic Home Tour 
 
6/14/08 
Community Center Ballpark: Shaver Lake Brewfest 
Chandler Airport: Air Show and Fly-In 
Sanger Street Faire 
 
6/15/08 
Fowler Centennial Celebration: Panzak Park 
Woodward Park: BMX State Race 
 
6/17/08-6/20/08 
Rumble to the Summit: Make A Wish Foundation 
Eaton Park: Salsa in the City 
MOA Oasis Garden: Organic Stone Fruit Jubilee 
 
6/21/08 
Eaton Plaza: Salsa in the City 
Bass Lake Pines Village: Arts and Crafts Fair 
Chestnut & Barstow: Fresno State Farm Festival 
 
6/22/08 
Pines Village Bass Lake: Arts and Crafts Fair 
BEC Auditorium: Learn about Acid Reflux Disease 
Barn Theatre: George Washington Slept Here 
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NON-BROADCAST EFFORTS 
 

 
April 19, 2008: ABC30 & Oprah’s Big Give: The Fresno County Fire Protection District set out in 
four Fresno County communities in Huron, Parlier, Easton, and Tranquillity to go door-to-door and 
install smoke detectors in 5,077 homes that have none.  Fresno County Firefighters needed 
volunteers to help with this ambitious task and more money to reach the $45,000 needed to 

purchase the remaining smoke detectors. Now, with ABC-30‟s $10,000 check and a generous 
discount on the price of each smoke detector from KIDDE, one of the largest smoke 
detector manufacturers in the world, the final push to install a smoke detector in 9,000 
Fresno County homes was on. 
 
April 23, 2008, at 7:00 p.m. ABC30 Listens: Sunnyside High School 
ABC-30 Listens is an ongoing community outreach program aimed at keeping in touch with our 
viewers here in the Central San Joaquin Valley.  ABC-30 Listens‟ community meetings are held on 
a regular basis in different locations of our viewing area. We asked local elected officials, as well 
as those involved in various community activities, to join us for an hour to discuss the problems, 
needs, and interests in their area.  We also ran on-air announcements inviting members of the 
community-at-large to attend.  Our goal is to learn about the issues ABC-30 should be aware of as 
a station and, more specifically, stories that Action News should be covering. ABC-30 Management 
joined by a member of our Action News Team in an open discussion of story ideas, concerns, and 
suggestions for how we might better serve your community.   

 
ABC30 DIGITAL CAMPAIGN FLIERS DISTRIBUTION: 
Tulare County Libraries received 200 DTV Fliers in English and 200 in Spanish 
Fresno County Public Library received 100 English and 100 Spanish DTV Fliers 
Clovis Regional Library received 100 English and 100 Spanish DTV Fliers 
 
DIGITAL TRANSITION SPEAKING ENGAGMENET 4/15 
CSUF: Susan Blaze gave a DTV Presentation on the DTV Transition. 
 
ABC30 STATION TOUR 4/24/08: 
20 Fresno State College Students were given a tour by their instructor and ABC30 
Reporter Christen Park.  
 
ABC30 STATON TOUR 5/13/08: 
8 Adults from ENS disabled group were given a tour. 
 
ABC30 STATION TOUR 5/27/08: 
30 Students from Del Ray Elementary were given a tour. 
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